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Please note that while all degrees are conferred, only doctoral graduates process
across the stage. Though taking photos from your seats during the ceremom
is not prohibited, we request that guests respect each others comfort and
enjoyment by not standing and blocking other people's views.
Photos of graduates can be purchased from I loinewood Imaging and
Photographic Services 410-516-5332, homewoodphoto@jhu.edu. Videotapes
and DVDs can be purchased from Northeast Photo Network (410-789-6001).





















Order of Seating Facing Stage (Left)
Doctors of Philosophy and Doctors of Medicine - Medicine
Doctors of Philosophy - Advanced International Studies
Doctors of Philosophy, Doctors of Public Health, and Doctors of
Science - Public Health
Doctors of Philosophy and Doctors of Nursing Science - Nursing
Doctors of Musical Arts and Artist Diplomas - Peabody
Doctors of Education - Professional Studies in Business and Education
Masters - Medicine
Masters - Advanced International Studies
Masters - Public Health
Masters and Bachelors - Nursing
Masters, Certificates, Diplomas, and Bachelors - Peabody
Certificates of Advanced Graduate Study and Masters - Professional
Studies in Business and Education
Bachelors - Professional Studies in Business and Education
Order of Seating Facing Stage (Right)
Doctors of Philosophy - Aits & Sciences
Doctors of Philosophy - Engineering
Masters and Certificates - Arts & Sciences
Masters and Certificates - Engineering
Bachelors - Engineering
Bachelors - Arts <tr Sciences
Order of Procession
Marshals
Rosemarie Brager Daniel Naiman
Siba Grovogui Marie Nolan
Thomas Koenig Peter Peterson
Kostas Konstantopoulos Joshua Reiter
Sharon Krag Edyth Schoenrich
Gloria Lane Scott Smith
Theodore Lewis Melissa Thomas
Kenneth Moss Neil Thompson Shade
The Graduates
Marshals
Robert Dalrymple Frances Ferguson
The Faculties
Marshals
William Kotti Robert Spiller
Officers of the University
The Trustees




The President ofthe Alumni Association
The University Chaplain
The Reader, Doctoral Candidates
The Honorary Degree Candidates
The Provost of the University
The Chairman of the Board of Trustees
The President ofthe i diversity
Order of Events
William R. Brody





The audience is requested to stand as the
Processional moves into the area and to
remain standing until after The National Anthem.
Festive Marches
George Frideric Handel (1685-1759)
INVOCATION
Sharon M. K. Kugler
University Chaplain
The National Anthem ofthe United States ofAmerica
Greetings
Raymond (Chip) A. Mason
Chairman of the Board of Trustees
Greetings
Roderich (Rick) M. Carr
President of
The Johns Hopkins Alumni Association



















Provost and Senior Vice Presidentfor Academic Affairs






President of the University
Musical Interlude
The Earl of Oxford March
William Byrd (1539-1623)
Conferring of Degrees on Candidates
Bachelors ofScience in Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Bachelors ofScience in Biomedical Engineering
Bachelors ofScience in Chemical Engineering
Bachelors ofScience in Civil Engineering
Bachelors ofScience in Computer Engineering
Bachelors ofScience in Computer Science
Bachelors ofScience in Electrical Engineering
Bachelors ofScience in Engineering Mechanics
Bachelors ofScience in Engineering Science
Bachelors ofScience in Materials Science and Engineering
Bachelors ofScience in Mathematical Sciences and Engineering
Bachelors ofScience in Mechanical Engineering
Bachelors ofArts
Bachelors ofArts in Biomedical Engineering
Bachelors ofArts in Computer Science
Bachelors ofArts in Geography
Bachelors ofArts in Applied Mathematics and Statistics




Dean, The G. W.C Whiting School ofEngineering
Bachelors ofScience in Molecular and Cellular Biology




James B. Ki/app Dean




Peter I . Landgren








Graduate Certificates in Business
Graduate Ceitificates in Education
PRESENTED BY
Ralph Fessler
Dean, The School ofProfessional Studies in Business and Education
Masters ofScience
Masters ofBusiness Administration
Masters ofArts in Teaching
Post-Master's Ceitificates in Business
Post-Master's Ceitificates in Education
Ceitificates ofAdvanced Graduate Study
PRESENTED BY
Ralph Fessler
Dean, The School ofProfessional Studies in Business and Education
Masters ofScience in Nursing
Masters of Science in Xursing/.\ lusters of Business Administration
Masters ofScience in Nursing/Masters of Public Health
prim \ 1 1 i) in
Martha \. Hill












Dean, The Bloomberg School ofPublic Health
Masters ofInternational Public Policy









Frances Watt Baker and Lenox D. Baker Jr.
Dean of the Medical Faculty
Graduate Cettificates
Ceitificates of Continuing Engineering Studies
Masters of Chemical Engineering





Masters ofScience in Engineering
PRESENTED BY
Nicholas P. Jones
Dean, The G. W.C. Whiting School ofEngineering
Ceitificates in Biotechnology Enterprise
Masters ofAits
Masters ofScience
Masters ofScience in Biotechnology
Masters ofAits in Communication in Contemporaiy Society
Masters ofScience in Developmental Psychology
Masters ofAits in Applied Economics
Masters ofScience in Environmental Sciences and Policy
Masters ofArts in Government
Masters ofLiberal Arts
Masters ofAits in Writing
PRESENTED BY
Adam F. Falk
James B. Knapp Dean




Dean, The School ofProfessional Studies


























Frances Watt Baker and Lenox I). BakerJr.








Ja?nes B. Knapp Dean
The Zanvyl Krieger School ofArts and Sciences
RECESSIONAL
The audience is requested to remain standing
until the principals, officials, members of the faculties, and
the graduates have left the area.




The Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced International
Studies Diploma Ceremony is at 3 p.m. this afternoon at
Constitution Hall, 18th and D Streets NW, Washington,
DC. Dr. Mohamed ElBaradei, Director General of the
International Atomic Energty Agency (IAEA) is the speaker.
A reception at the Nitze School follows the ceremony.
The Zanvyl Krieger School of Arts and Sciences
and The G.W.C. Whiting School of Engineering Under-
graduate Diploma Ceremony is at 1:45 p.m. this afternoon
on Homewood Field. Elias A. Zerhouni, M.D., Director,
National Institutes of Health, is the speaker.
The Zanvyl Krieger School of Arts and Sciences
Master's Diploma Ceremony is at 10:00 a.m. on Friday,
May 26, on Homewood Field. Alice McDermott, novelist, is
the speaker. A reception follows immediately in the Robert
Scott Gymnasium, Ralph S. O'Connor Recreation Center.
Ph.D. recipients from Arts and Sciences and their guests are
also welcome.
The School of Medicine Diploma Ceremony is at
2:30 p.m. this afternoon at Meyerhoff Symphony Hall
at Cathedral and Preston Streets in Baltimore. Michael
Bloomberg, Mayor of New York City, is the speaker.
The School of Nursing Baccalaureate Diploma
Ceremony is at 1:00 p.m. this afternoon in Shriver Hall
Auditorium, Homewood campus. The Master's and Doctoral
Candidates Ceremony is at 3:30 p.m. Dean Martha N. Hill
is the speaker.
The Peabody Institute Diploma Ceremony is at
8 p.m. this evening in Friedberg Hall at the Institute.
Gilbert Kalish, pianist and educator, is the speaker.
The School of Professional Studies in Business and
Education Undergraduate and Graduate Diploma
Ceremony is at 7:30 p.m. this evening on Homewood Field.
A reception follows in the Ralph S. O'Connor Recreation
Center immediately after the ceremony. Peter Petersen,
Associate Dean of the Graduate Division of Business and
Management, is the speaker.
The Bloomberg School of Public Health Diploma
Ceremony was held yesterday afternoon. Paul E. Farmer,
founding director, Partners in Health; Professor of Medical
Anthropology, Harvard Medical School, is the speaker.
The G.W.C. Whiting School of Engineering Graduate
Diploma Ceremony was held yesterday evening. Michael
Griffin, NASA Administrator, was the speaker.
The Johns Hopkins Society of Scholars
The Society of Scholars was created on the recommendation of former president Milton S.
Eisenhower and approved by the university board of trustees on May 1-, 1967. The society—the first of its
kind in the nation—inducts former postdoctoral fellows and junior or visiting faculty at Johns Hopkins who
have gained marked distinction in their fields of physical, biological, medical, social or engineering sciences
or in the humanities and for whom at least five years have elapsed since their last Johns Hopkins affiliation.
The Committee of the Johns Hopkins Society of Scholars, whose members are equally distributed among
the academic divisions, elects the scholars from the candidates nominated by the academic divisions that
have programs for postdoctoral fellows. The scholars are invested at the time of Commencement or a similar
occasion. At that time, they are presented with a diploma and a medallion on a black and gold ribbon to be
worn with their academic robe.
There are currently 490 members in the Johns Hopkins Society of Scholars.
The following listing of the Society of Scholars members elected in 2006 is accompanied by a short
description of their accomplishments at the time of their election to the society.
Stylianos Antonarakis
Geneva, Switzerland
Dr. Antonarakis is widely known for his research in genetic mutations that cause several hereditary
conditions, such as hemophilia and thalassemia, and in Down syndrome, a disorder of chromosome number.
He is the chair of the Department of Genetic Medicine and Development in the University of Geneva
Medical School in Switzerland. His department is recognized for its active role in research, teaching and
patient care. Dr. Antonarakis spent three years as a postdoctoral fellow in the Johns Hopkins Department




Currently a professor of orthopedic surgery at Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland,
Dr. Bohlman is widely recognized as a leader in the understanding and treatment of cervical spine pathology,
a focus he developed as a Johns Hopkins resident working under Robert A. Robinson, chair of Orthopedic-
Surgery, between 1964 and 1970. Since then, Dr. Bohlman has not only clarified the epidemiology and
etiology of cervical spine injuries, but he also has written seminal works on the anatomy and biomechanics of
those injuries. Equally important is the role he has played in providing important training and mentoring for
today's spine surgery leaders. In fact, virtually every leader in this field today trained at some point with
Dr. Bohlman. That work continues today.
Daniel Denegri
Gif-sur-Yvette, France
Following his postdoctoral work in the Johns Hopkins Department of Physics and Astronomy,
Dr. Denegri joined the international team that discovered theW and Z particles, the long-sought carriers of
the weak nuclear force, establishing the Standard Model of Particle Physics. Considered one of the greatest
scientific breakthroughs of the 20th century, the discovery garnered the Nobel Prize for physics in 1984.
Dr. Denegri played a major role in that discovery, building a key part of the instrument that detected the new
particles. Dr. Denegri is currently working to extend the theory as a research director at the Commissariat a
PEnergie Atomique in Saclay, France, near Paris.
Daniel Driscoll
Gainesville, Florida
Dr. Driscoll is one of the best of the vanishing breed known as physician/scientists. His meticulous
studies of patients with Angelman and Prader-Willi syndromes are considered milestones in the burgeoning
field of epigenetics. Many consider Dr. Driscoll the premier clinician/scientist for the care of those with
Prader-Willi syndrome, a genetic cause of obesity. In fact, Dr. Driscoll devised a method that is now
considered the gold standard for diagnosing the syndrome, and he characterized the mutations that are
responsible for the disease. Today, he is training both scientists and clinicians at the University of Florida
College of Medicine, where he is a professor of pediatrics and genetics and the John T. and Winifred M.
Hayward Professor in Genetics Research.
Donald Gilden
Denver, Colorado
Long after a bout of the chicken pox fades, the varicella-zoster virus that causes the illness lingers
in the human nervous system. At the University of Colorado Health Sciences Center, where he is the
Louise Baum Professor and Chair of Neurology, Dr. Gilden studies the impact of the latent virus. A second
important project led by Dr. Gilden uses a molecular approach to understand and define immune system
responses in multiple sclerosis with the ultimate goal of being able to pinpoint the antigens responsible for
the disease. A native of Baltimore, Dr. Gilden came in 1969 to the Department of Epidemiology at the
Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene and Public Health (now the Bloomberg School of Public Health), where
he spent two years as an NIH postdoctoral fellow.
* Chih-Ming Ho
Los Angeles, California
Dr. Ho is an expert on nano-fluidic technologies and the wide spectrum of biotech and nanotech
applications, such as gene sensing, drug discovery and health maintenance. One of the most frequendy
cited engineering researchers in the world, he has published 220 papers and holds seven patents. Dr. Ho is
associate vice chancellor for research for engineering and physical sciences at the University of California,
Los Angeles, where he helped establish a micro-electro-mechanical system program that is recognized
as one of the best in the field. He was inducted into the National Academy of Engineering in 1997. At





A professor in the Department of Pediatrics and Reproductive Medicine at the University of
California, San Diego, Dr. Kaback is considered a world leader in the understanding and treatment of a
genetic disorder known as Tay-Sachs disease, which affects primarily people of Ashkenazi Jewish descent.
In 1971—a year after research led to the understanding of the biochemical basis of Tay-Sachs—Dr. Kaback
produced an effective test to detect carriers of this disease and conducted Maryland's first mass public
screening. He then spearheaded a national campaign to educate targeted populations about the importance
of genetic screening, an action that resulted in far fewer cases of this uniformly fatal disease. Dr. Kaback was
at Johns Hopkins from 1963 to 1968 as an intern and resident on the Harriet Lane Service and on the faculty
of the Department of Pediatrics. In 1991, he was the American College of Medical Genetics' Founding Fellow.
Michael Kastan
Memphis, Tennessee
While at Johns Hopkins as a new assistant professor, Dr. Kastan discovered that a certain protein,
p53, functions as a "guardian of the genome," causing cells to pause and repair damage to their DNA before
going on to divide. As p53 is the most commonly mutated gene in human cancer, this work has enormous
implications for cancer prevention, diagnosis and treatment. Dr. Kastan served as an intern, resident and
fellow in the departments of Pediatrics and Oncology at Johns Hopkins from 1984 to 1989. He then joined
the Johns Hopkins faculty, working in the departments of Oncology, Pediatrics, and Molecular Biology and
Genetics until he moved to St. Jude Children's Research Hospital in Memphis in 1998. Dr. Kastan is now
chairman of the Department of Hematology/Oncology and director of the Cancer Center at St. Jude.
Jay Knutson
Bethesda, Maryland
Dr. Knutson is a leader in the development of laser-driven high-speed optical instruments and
techniques used in the life sciences. Most recently, he applied femtosecond lasers to the study of water
organization around proteins, the binding of DNA-controlling receptors inside cell nuclei and the energy
production process within heart cells. Dr. Knutson's technical innovations have allowed researchers to
make advances in the fields of biology and medicine. From 1980 to 1984, he was a postdoctoral fellow in
the Department of Biology at Johns Hopkins. Today, he is chief of the Optical Spectroscopy Section of




Dr. Kuliopulos is best known for his work identifying an enzyme that activates a receptor that results
in cancer cell invasion and tumor growth. Dr. Kuliopulos' team was then able to block the spread of breast
cancer in animals using special compounds that act on the inside surface of the cell, downstream from the
enzyme and receptor. Now an associate professor ot medicine, biochemistry and genetics and director ol the
Hemostasis and Thrombosis Laboratory at Tufts New England Medical Center m Boston. Dr. Kuliopulos
was a postdoctoral student in the Department ot Biological Chemistry ami the Department ot PharmacologJ
and Molecular Sciences at Johns I lopkins from 1 (W> to 1990.
'/ /;,//•/< t<> attend
Elaine Larson
New York, New York
A leading clinical researcher and nurse educator, Dr. Larson is internationally known for her work
in infection control and epidemiology. She is considered one of the experts in the field of hand hygiene
and has become a leading authority on the use—and misuse—of antibacterial products. Her service on
federal committees and presidential and congressional commissions has laid the groundwork for national
policy on the use of antimicrobials and for funding of nursing research and management of HIV infection
and Gulf War veterans' illnesses. From 1985 to 1992, Dr. Larson was affiliated with the Johns Hopkins
School of Nursing and the Department of Epidemiology in the School of Hygiene and Public Health (now
the Bloomberg School of Public Health). Today, Larson is a professor of pharmaceutical and therapeutic
research and associate dean for research at Columbia University School of Nursing. She is also a professor of
epidemiology at Columbia's Joseph Mailman School of Public Health.
* Liming Lee
Beijing, China
Dr. Lee is a prominent leader in public health and medicine in the People's Republic of China.
Following postdoctoral studies at Johns Hopkins in the early 1990s, he served as the dean of the Peking
University School of Public Health from 1997 to 2000. As president of the Chinese Academy of Preventive
Medicine from 2000 to 2002, Dr. Lee led the mission to establish China's Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention and was appointed founding director in 2002. Currently a professor of epidemiology at Peking
University Health Science Center in Beijing, Dr. Lee gained international acclaim when he spearheaded
the herculean effort to control the SARS epidemic in China.
Mark Orringer
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Dr. Orringer specializes in lung cancer surgery, esophageal cancer surgery and the diagnosis and
treatment of chest wall tumors. His research focuses on improving methods of esophageal removal and
replacement, as well as combined therapies for esophageal cancer and lung cancer. After completing his
general surgery and thoracic surgery residencies at Johns Hopkins, Dr. Orringer joined the faculty at the
University of Michigan, where he has served as the head of General Thoracic Surgery since 1985. For more
than 20 years, he has been an excellent teacher and mentor for medical students and surgical residents,





Dr. Roos is a nationally recognized researcher and leading clinician in the field of neurodegenerative
disorders, particularly amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, multiple sclerosis and prion diseases. He spent 1971
to 1976 at the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, first as a resident and then as a postdoctoral fellow in
virology and immunology. Now a professor in the Department of Neurology at the University of Chicago,
where he was department chairman from 1996 to 2004, Dr. Roos is considered an authority on the
relationship between viral infection and neurological disease. He has edited one book and authored or co-
authored more than 100 research articles in peer-reviewed journals, nearly 50 book chapters and more than
150 abstracts. A highly respected clinical neurologist and teacher, both at the bedside and at the bench.
Dr. Roos has been consistently funded by NTH and voluntary agencies for his research, and he is an
outstanding example of the complete clinician/teacher/investigator.
David Serwadda
Kampala, Uganda
During his first year of residency, Dr. Serwadda investigated an outbreak of a new disease in
southwestern Uganda. In doing so, he was the first to recognize slim disease, or AIDS, in East Africa. This
led Dr. Serwadda to a lifelong commitment to HIV prevention and sowed the seeds of what would, in 1987,
become the internationally recognized Rakai Health Sciences Program, which has made major contributions
to the epidemiology, basic science and clinical science needed for the control of HIV in sub-Saharan /Yfrica.
One of the program's collaborators is Johns Hopkins, where Dr. Serwadda earned his master's degree in
public health in 1991. Today, he is director of the Makerere University Institute of Public Health in Uganda,
the premier school of public health in sub-Saharan Africa.
Honorary Degrees
Marie-Claire Alain
Your brilliant performances and hundreds of masterful recordings emerge not only from virtuoso
talent but also from superb scholarship. You study the music, of course. But you also investigate the text on
which it is based; the composer's life, work, and theology; the organ you are playing; and even the historically
accurate fingering and position of the hand on the keyboard.
This unyielding pursuit of the ultimate interpretation has led you to three magnificent recordings of
Bach's complete organ works. The first, you said, was "instinctive," the second "considered," and the last the
beneficiary of "a long life of work and ... research."
You also have recorded definitive integrales of more than a dozen other composers. Though known
especially for your work on the 17th- and 18th-century masters, you have brought new life and spirit to the
Romantic repertoire. And you champion contemporary organ works, including the magnificent oeuvre of
your beloved brother, Jehan.
Admired worldwide for your musicianship, acclaimed for your research, and revered for your
teaching, you are not just one of the great organists but one of the great musical artists of our time.
Marie-Claire Alain, daughter of France's premier musical family, metaphorical mother to generations
of performers, and venerated member of the extended clan of our own Peabody Conservatory, The Johns
Hopkins University is proud to confer upon you the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa.
R. Champlin Sheridan Jr.
President Daniel Coit Gilman said, "There is no such thing as a great university without a great
library." You share that belief, and—with extraordinary philanthropy and visionary leadership—have played
an indispensable role in positioning the university to provide students and faculty with truly great libraries
for the 2 1st century.
In 1967, you scraped together a thousand dollars to buy the small printing company where you
worked. Seeking sound advice and independent judgment, you invited four fellow Johns Hopkins graduates
to sit on your board of directors. Their counsel, you have said, helped you grow that small company into
The Sheridan Group, one of the nation's leading scientific and medical printers. The experience sparked a
fresh appreciation for your Johns Hopkins education, inspiring you and your wife, Debbie, to endow the
libraries to ensure that "future generations of well-educated Hopkins graduates" could follow you.
Your dedication to Johns Hopkins also has manifested itself in service as vice chair of the board of
trustees and chair of its Committee on Educational Policy, trustee ofJohns Hopkins Medicine, and co-chair
of the Johns Hopkins Initiative. You have given generously of your time and wisdom to numerous committees
and advisory boards, including those of the library, the Johns Hopkins University Press, and the School of
Nursing.
R. Champlin Sheridan Jr., graduate in the class of 1952, in recognition of your personal, professional,
and philanthropic dedication to the printed word and your long and distinguished service to your alma




Through rigorous field research and passionate classroom instruction, you have dedicated your life to
a noble and ambitious calling: preventing disease and improving health care among the impoverished of the
world. Your accomplishments have earned you acclaim as the founder of the academic field of international
public health.
You often have credited your parents, medical missionaries, for inspiring your career. You studied
tropical diseases and practiced medicine in Panama and India. Frustrated by the loss of patients to preventable
diseases like malaria and pneumonia, you returned to America to study public health. Then, with your
wife and three children, you set off for India once again to teach medical students and, eventually, villagers
themselves how to provide life-saving community health services. This latter approach, documented in the
classic Narangwal Project, became a touchstone for international health programs around the world.
You poured immense energy into molding future public health professionals. In 1961, you joined
what was then the School of Hygiene and Public Health at Johns Hopkins to lead a program that became
the first, largest, and most respected academic department of international health in the world. Although you
"retired" in 1983, you have continued to teach and to embark on important international missions to such
distant and sometimes dangerous places as China, Bosnia, and Iraq.
Carl Taylor, for unequaled contributions to the health of the poor around the globe, The Johns
Hopkins University is proud to confer upon you the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa.
SirJohn Templeton Sr.
presented May I, 2006
It was in the midst of the Depression and before Pearl Harbor, a time when many Americans had
soured on investment and resisted entanglement with the larger world. From a modest office, you launched
an unparalleled Wall Street career that defied conventional wisdom on both counts: You specialized in
helping Americans invest, successfully, outside the United States.
It was not long before a humble but bright, hard-working Rhodes Scholar from Yale was a major
figure in international markets. You established what became Templeton Global Funds Inc. Eventually,
Money magazine saluted you as "arguably the greatest global stock picker of the century."
Investing, however, never distracted you from even more important areas of life. You have written
extensively on a stunning diversity of subjects stemming from your interest in the moral and spiritual as
well as the financial and practical. And you have been steadfast in supporting investigation into the purpose
of existence, the origin of the universe, the potential of humanity, and the interfaces between science and
spirituality.
In 1972, you established the influential Templeton Prize. In 1987, you created the John Templeton
Foundation, another extraordinary investment in our future, providing scores of millions of dollars a vear in
support of inquiry, education, enterprise, and human development.
Sir John Templeton Sr., for exemplary leadership and dedication in promoting moral as well as
material progress, The Johns Hopkins University is proud to confer upon you the degree of Doctor o\
I Iumane Letters, honoris autstt.
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The University Mace
The University Mace carried by the Chief Marshal, was first used at the 1954 Commemoration Day
Ceremony. Eight symbols are hand-wrought in sterling silver on an ebony staff. The symbols represent our
cultural development from ancient times, through the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, to the modern era.
The Presidential Insignia
University President William R. Brody is wearing the Presidential Insignia signifying the authority
vested in the President by the Board of Trustees. It is a chain of sterling silver links worn around the neck.
Portraits ofJohns Hopkins University Presidents are engraved on the faces of the links. On the reverse
are engraved the names and dates of office of each President. Blank links for future use are included. The
University Seal completes the design.
Academic Garb
The custom of wearing academic dress stems from the Middle Ages, when scholars were also clerics
and wore the costume of their monastic order. The hood was originally a cowl attached to the gown, which
could be slipped over the head for warmth. The cap was originally round but has changed to the varieties we
see today.
The gown varies for the respective degrees. The Bachelor's gown is worn closed and can be
distinguished by its long, pointed sleeves. The Master's gown is designed to be open with the arms placed
through the slits at the elbows of the sleeves. The Doctor's gown, also worn open, has full, bell-shaped sleeves
with three horizontal bars stitched across the upper sleeve. There is a velvet panel draped around the neck and
stitched down the front edges. This velvet trimming may be either black or the same color as the velvet border
of the hood.
The hood also varies for the respective degrees. The Bachelor's and Master's hoods are the same
design, pointed at the base. The Bachelor's hood is three feet long; the Master's hood is three and one-half feet
long. The Doctor's hood is four feet long, of fuller shape, and rounded at the base. The hood is bordered with
velvet, the color of which indicates the field of study in which the Bachelor's, Master's, or Doctor's degree was
earned:









The silk lining of the hood represents the institution which granted the degree. If more than one
degree is held, the gown and hood of the higher or highest degree is worn. The Johns Hopkins University
has adopted an alternative costume to be used by all holding Johns Hopkins doctoral degrees, both earned
and honorary. The costume consists of a gold robe with front and side panels in sable velvet and a six-sided











Light blue, white University ofNorth Carolina








Red, white Cornell University
Cardinal Stanford University




Gold, blue University ofMichigan




Blue, white Howard University School of Divinity
Red, white Indiana University













Gold, blue— University of California at Los Angeles
Light blue, navy blue
—
Union Institute
Gold, blue United States International University
Gold, gray University of Colorado
Orange, white University ofManchester
Red— University ofMaryland




Red, blue University ofPennsylvania
Blue, gold University of Toledo
Gold, black Vanderbilt University
Gold
—










Schools ofAits and Sciences,
Engineering, Nursing,




For excellence in the creative
arts
Awarded to Rowena McBeath
The Zanvyl Krieger School of
Arts and Sciences and
The G.W.C. Whiting School
ofEngineering
The Abell Foundation
Award in Urban Policy
For the most compelling paper
on a pressing policy* challenge
facing the city of Baltimore.
Awarded to Blake Trettian
American Concrete
Institute Award
The American Concrete Institute
recognizes an undergraduate
student for outstanding mastery
of the design and analysis of
reinforced concrete structures.




In recognition of outstanding
efforts and accomplishments


















performance by a student in
the Applied Mathematics and
Statistics Department during
the year 2005-2006




Awarded to the JHU team
member whose submission to
the international Mathematical
Contest in Modeling,
sponsored by the Consortium
for Mathematics and its
applications, is judged to be the




Roberto R. Arellano Award
For excellence in writing by a
Writing Seminars undergraduate
Awarded to Abigail Marie Gibbon
Louis Azr\el Fellowship in
Co.\LMUNICATIONS
For demonstrated excellence in











Kelvin Yu Chung Liang
Quresh Abbas Master
James F. Bell Award
Presented by KT. Ramesh for
outstanding undergraduate
research and scholarly achieve-






Engineering by a graduating
senior
Awarded to Tursina Abdul Rashid
Mary Farrell Camerer Award








Established in 2003, the award
aims to recognize one faculty7
member in the Entrepreneurship
and Management Program
who inspires, motivates and
challenges his or her students to
be leaders in their fields.
Awarded to Jack Powell
Eugenio and Patricia
Castillo Award
To the best first or second year
student in Economics












by a graduating senior for
academic excellence, leadership
and service in the Department
of Civil Engineering
Awarded to Amelia Pamell Wright
Civil Engineering Faculty
Award
Given to a senior for out-
standing service and academic
achievement in the Department
of Civil Engineering.
Awarded to Jessica Leigh Routt
James S. Coleman Award
This award established in 1 994
by the Department of Sociology
honors Dr. James S. Coleman,
the first chair of the department.
The award is for outstanding
academic achievement by a
senior majoring in Sociology






Presented annually to a senior
double major for outstanding
achievement in combining
diverse studies with Computer
Science
Awarded to James Stephan
Computer Science
Outstanding Senior Award
To a senior Computer Science
major for academic excellence,
leadership and service in
Computer Science
Awarded to Constantinos Michael
Computer Science Special
Service Award
For outstanding work to benefit
the department, Johns Hopkins
University and the community




Presented annually to a
student who has demonstrated
outstanding effort and skill in
assisting with the teaching of
Computer Science courses.
Awarded to Zachaiy Scott
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Paul A. C. Cook award
To the best all-around Chemical
and Biomolecular Engineering
student
Awarded to Amanda Lake Pace
The Federal Reserve Bank
OF Richmond Excellence
Award
This award, from the Baltimore
Branch, recognizes a graduating
senior who has demonstrated a
high level of academic success
in the study of economics










G. Stanley Hall Prize
For outstanding achievement by




To the graduate student in the
Department of Economics
who has exhibited the best
performance in research
workshops
Awarded to Matthew David R/iskin
Max Hociisciiiu) Fund
The prize is awarded annually
to the undergraduate student
in Economics who has shown
great promise and proficiency
in this field.
Awarded to Travis Meredith Crum
\v ob 1 1.
1
[ollander Prizb
I hi excellence in writing l>v a
Writing Seminars undergraduate
Awarded to Amber MichelleJenkins
The Ti iri i: Arts Club < >i
Homeland Award
For excellence in writing by a
\\ riting Seminars undergraduate
Awarded to
Elizabeth Coulter Blackford
WlLLLAM H. HUGGINS AWARD
For outstanding scholarship
and service by a senior in
the Electrical and Computer
Engineering Department
Awarded to Robert Karmazin

















Donald E. Kerr Memorial
Medal
To the outstanding under-
graduate major in Physics and
Astronomy
Awarded to Jared Andrew Evans
Tin- Martin and M.\ry
Ktlpatrick Prize
For outstanding achievement in
Chemistry
Awarded to Mnhad Land






Tin: Center for Leadership
Education EXCELLENT
Teaching Assistant Award
Selection for this award is
based on student, faculty and
staff evaluations" and a clear,
demonstrated commitment to
supporting our programs and
the courses we offer.
Awarded to Natalie Anne Cooper
The Eugene Leake Award





D \\\Y Lee Award
For outstanding undergraduate





Awarded to the most outstanding
graduating senior who has clearly
demonstrated those leadership
and scholastic qualities that
epitomize the career of General
George C. Marshall.
Awarded to Katberine Marie Cain
Ernest M. Marks Award
In recognition of excellence
in instruction and research in
Chemistry
Awarded to Amanda Marie Fond
Materials S< ii \< i \\i>
Engini i ki\(. \w \KD
For outstanding academic
achievement by .1 graduating
senior in Materials Science and
Engineering
Awarded to II illiam />./«
\\ II I [AM I) \1< I I Kin \\\ \KI>
For meritorious research
conducted by an undergraduate
in die Biological S< iences
Vwarded to SamantbaJiU Davis




Emily and Thomas Meren
Scholar Award
Established in 1998 in support
of undergraduate students
pursuing a BA/A1S degree in
Neuroscience
Jointly awarded to





Awarded by the United States
Army Accessions Command.
Students who rank in the top
20 percent of the National
Order of Merit List developed
by the ROTC Accessions







\'\llo\\l Socd n OF 111!
Dal (.11 11 ks of 1111 Amerk w
Revolution (nsdar) Medai
To a member of the graduating
class who excels academically,
is rated in the top 20 percent ot
both their platoon and coinp.un
in ROTC advanced camp
evaluation scores, is active m
campus activities and athletics,
and demonstrates outstanding
leadership.
Vwarded to Katberine Mine Cam
Presldi \ l's S\ltl b
The President's Saber is awarded
to the ROTC Cadet who has
made the most significant
contribution to the Johns
I loplons I niversitj ROTX
battalion, and reflects those
leadership t hara< teristics
required ol an \mn 1 >fficei
Vwarded to Gavin Patrick W..
I"
JHU President's Trophy
The President's Trophy is
awarded to the ROTC cadet
who has made the most
significant contribution to
promoting the ROTC program
at Johns Hopkins University.
Awarded to PatrickJames Nordahl
The Professor of Military
Science Trophy
Awarded to a member of the
graduating class who is recog-





Charles A. Miller Award




Awarded to Reuben Daniel Brewer
Michael J. Muuss Research
Award
This award, established by the
Computer Science Department
in 2000 in memory of alumnus
Michael J. Muuss 79, is
awarded annually to a student
who has demonstrated the






Presented to a senior Cadet
who indicates a desire to
become a commissioned officer
and pursue a military career.
This cadet is in the top 10
percent of their ROTC class
and demonstrates outstanding
qualities of leadership, moral
character and a high aptitude
for military service.




ExCEl i ENCl Award
This award is presented for the
first time this year to one faculty
member in die Professional
Communication Program.
The recipient of the award
demonstrates a clear commitment
to teaching and effectively
challenges students to become
proficient writers and speakers
Awarded to Kevin Dungey
Robert B. Pond Sr.
Achievement Award
Awarded to the graduating
senior in the Department of
Materials Science who best
exemplifies Robert Ponds'






in Public Health Studies
For academic excellence,











The Curt P. Richter Award
in Behavioral Biology
Research
In recognition of outstanding
achievement in the David
S. Olton Behavioral Biology
Program
Awarded to Angle Ting Wai Wong
The Sarah and Adolph
Roseman Achievement Award
In recognition of outstanding
accomplishment in Chemistry
Awarded to Yunho Lee
Senior Design Engineering
Award
In recognition of outstanding
contributions to the design
and conduct of an independent
research project in the Depart-
ment of Alaterials Science and
Engineering.
Awarded to Philip Sbeung Yin Tsang
Gerard H. Schlimm Award
Awarded to an undergraduate
student for exceptional
accomplishments in the field
of Civil Engineering. As a
longtime Senior Lecturer and
Director of the Part-Time
and Special Programs at WSE
from 1966 to 1994, the late
Dr. Schlimm made many




Julian C. Stanley Award
For the undergraduate
Psychology major who most
closely approximates Dr. Stanley's
personal and professional
standards of excellence
Awarded to Steven Robert Graham
Dolores Aubrey Sullivan
Award in Public Policy
Presented to the Master of
Arts in Public Policy students
who best exemplify Dee's
indomitable spirit, unfailing
dedication to excellence, and
the Institute's mission to bring











Robert W. Tucker Award
For the most distinguished senior





For the most distinguished







by an undergraduate in
Electrical Engineering










For demonstrated record of
academic excellence, leadership
and service in Chemical
Biomolecular Engineering by a
graduating senior





Awarded to Hui-Chuan Chen
Marian B. and Samuel
Bernstein Memorial Prize
in Opera
Awarded to Lucas Tannous
Martha and William Bill
Memorial Prize
in Woodwinds: Clarinet

















Awarded to Robin Massie
Anita Erdman Award
in Opera




















Awarded to Christine Kim
Lynn Taylor Hebden Prize
in Performance
Awarded to Dominique Patterson
Sidney Jensen Mem< >rial
Prize
in Woodwinds: Clarinet
Awarded to Kristen Spiridon
Josef Kaspar Award
in Strings: Violin
Awarded to Christopher Kovalchick
Gi STAV Klemm Award
in Composition




Awarded to Tandy Edward Dix
Lillian Mann Prize
in Voice
Awarded to Caitlin Donovan
Otto Ortmann Award
in Composition
Awarded to Ying-Chen Kao
Gra.ce Clagett Ranney Prize
in Chamber Music
Awarded to Sonya Chung
Gulen F. Tangoren, M.D.,
Award
for Vocal Excellence in Opera
Awarded to Jessica Medina






Olga Von Hartz Owens
Memorial Prize
in Strings
Awarded to Go Eun Park
Annie Wentz Prize
in Voice
Awarded to Natalie Conte
Frances W. W'i \ i / Turner
Memorial Prize
in Piano
Awarded to Joseph Satava





Mat the::- I led
Peter Wtn-Chih Let
Joseph Retail
Sarah Stulman Zierler Prize
in Accompanying




In recognition of the highest
standards of nursing practice
and executive ability
Awarded to Neysa P. Ernst
Eleanor Wade Custer Aw.ard
To a student who most
successfully demonstrates
initiative and creativity in
improving the health of a






To a student who demonstrates
outstanding commitment and




Tyler Van Zandt Cornell
Mary and Grainger Marburg
Award
In recognition of a student who
consistently exhibits outstanding
clinical nursing expertise
Awarded to Kitty In Kiy Poon
Robert G. Merrick Award
To a student demonstrating





Ki in l)\i i OGD in \w \m>
In recognition ol exceptional






Edna Sciioi n Memorial
Award
To a student demonstrating





To a student demonstrating a
strong dedication to professional





Academic Excellence Aw \kd
To a student whose academic








To a graduate nursing student
demonstrating outstanding






Tina .\ {aria Poison
Researc h Award
To a student demonstrating
intellectual curiosity and





I'm C'.IU R< II Homi \NI>
HOSPn \l Nl KMNi, \l I \1N\I
Aw \RD
Recognizes a student ^h<>
best exemplifies a humanistic
approach t<» nursing while
integrating tin- .in, science and





The Johns Hopkins Nurses'
Alumni Association Aw \rd
Recognizes a student whose
leadership ability is combined
with clinical competence and an
inquiring mind
Jointly awarded to
A lory Jo Leonhardi Dokter
Erin Margaret Wright
The Johns Hopkins Nurses'
Alumni Association Award
To a graduate student demon-
strating expertise in professional
nursing practice and patient




Sigma Theta Tau Nu Beta
Chapter Award
To a graduate nursing student






The Sinai Nurses' Alumnae
Association of Sinai
Hospital, Inc.
Recognizes a student who
exhibits enthusiasm, compassion
and a positive approach to




Tiffany Michelle Angela McFarlane
Cardiovascular Disease
Pre\tntion Award
To the graduate student who
has demonstrated a strong
commitment to the prevention
of cardiovascular disease through
excellence in nursing practice
or research and sponsored by
the Preventive Cardiovascular
Nurses' Association
Awarded to Rona Deniro Corral
The School ofProfessional
Studies in Business and
Education
Bachelor of Science in
l\ i erdis* ii'i ixarv Studies
A\\ \rd in Commi xications
For outstanding academic








endeavors in the undergraduate
programs
Awarded to Katie Kavanagh O'Neill
Dean's Award for Sustained
Excellence
Awarded to Caroline Ford Bennett
Delta Sigma Pi Scholarship
Key
In the Division of Business and
Management for the highest
grade point average in the
undergraduate program.
Awarded to Shannon Diane Hagy
Information Systems Award
To an undergraduate with the
highest GPA in the field of
Information Systems
Awarded to Gene David Gallaher
Division of Public Safety
Leadership Award
Awarded to Brenda Barney
Stegman Award
Presented to students who
graduate with a 4.0 grade point
average and receive a Master's
Degree from the Graduate

















Milira Elizabeth Asbby Walden
Linda Lee Yost
Alan Thormeyer Award
Awarded to a FlexMat student
in the Department of Teacher
Preparation who exemplifies
the spirit and dedication of
its namesake. Following a
distinguished career as an
educator in Maryland, Mr.
Thormeyer was a senior faculty
associate who served as an adviser
and instructor for many years in
the Master of Arts in Teaching
program. His impact on teachers
in Maryland has been profound.
The aw ard is based upon the
recommendations of university
and school personnel, as well as
the recipient's scholarship and
commitment to teaching.
Awarded to Kara A. Kearney
Diane Toblv Memorial Award
Awarded annually to an out-
standing alumna/us in education
and to an outstanding student
Joindy awarded to
Candice Abd' Al-Rahmi, Master of
Arts in Teaching, 2005
Scott Hudnor, Master ofArts in
Teaching, 2002
Maiy Goins Nesbitt, Master of
Science in Education, 2006
Wall Street Journal Award
In the Division of Business and
Management for outstanding
scholarship in the under-
graduate programs and
exceptional promise of future
success.




1 Iunterian Research Award
This aw ard is presented by the
Department of Neurosurgery
to a medical student who
has demonstrated aptitude,
dedication and achievement in
neurosurgical research and who
shows promise for a career in
neurosurgery.
Awarded to Pablo Fernando
Recinos, 2005-2006
The Henry Strong Denison
Scholarship
The Henry Strong Denison
Fund for Medical Research
in memory of Henry Strong
Denison, M.D., 1908, is used
for the specific purpose of aiding
in the training for research of
young people deemed by the
Medical Faculty to be especially
gifted for a career in medical
investigation




Ram Khalil Hasan, 2003-2004
and 2004-2005
Ilya Michael Leyngold, 2003-2004
Elaina Eivet Lin, 2004-2005
Shan Mohammed Raza, 2004-2005
Joshua Guenter Schkrohoivsky,
2004-2005
Julia E. Tzu, 2003-2004




The Paul Ehrlich Awards were
established to honor Dr. Paul
Ehrlich with funding originally
granted by Dr. Emmanuel
Libman. The awards, which
recognize student research
contributions, are presented each







Tiik Sol Goldman Award
The Sol Goldman Award
is given annually to a Johns
Hopkins medical student who
is recognized by the faculty of
the Department of Medicine,
Division of Geriatric Medicine
and Gerontology, for excellence
in geriatrics and for exceptional
sensitivity to older patients.
This award is made possible
by an endowment given by
the family of Sol Goldman
to perpetuate an interest in






Robert John Stenger, 2005-2006
The Harold Lamport
Biomedical Research Prize
The memory of Dr. Harold
Lamport, a distinguished
investigator, is honored by this
prize established by the Lamport
Foundation. The prize recognizes
research contributions.
Awarded to Nahyoung Grace Lee,
2004-2005
1 1 IE Frank H. Netter, M.D.
Memorial Scholarship in
Medical Art
The medical illustrator, Frank
H. Netter, M.D., is known
worldwide lor his ability to
distill complex medical subject
matter into clear, effective
teaching images. Dr. Netter w as
not only a skilled draftsman,
but knowledgeable in anatomy,
physiology and pathology
through his medical training.
Family and friends established
this scholarship to recognize
a student in A 1 1 as Applied to
Medicine who displays a similar
balance ol medical and scientific
knowledge with the artistic
skills that 1 1. Netter exhibited
throughout his career. Winners
<il this award have excelled in
their academic courses; displayed
exceptional art expression;
and most importantly utilized
both resources to create well-
designed and effective didactic
illustrations.
Awarded to Kimberly Main Knoper,
2004-2005
The Franklin Paine Mall
Award
The Franklin Paine Mall Award
for outstanding performance in
the first year medical curriculum
was established by Dr. Miley
B. Wesson, an alumnus of the
School of Medicine. This award
is given in the name of Franklin
Paine Mall, the first professor
of Anatomy in the School of
Medicine.




The Hans Joaquim Prochaska
Research Award was established
in 1998 to honor outstanding
discovery by a student in the
School of Medicine.
Awarded to Yingfeng Qiao,
2005-2006
Tin Alicia Si iowalter
Reynolds Rf.si \k< i i Award
This award was created by the
School of Medicine Dean's
Office in 1996, to honor the
memory of Alicia Showalter
Reynolds, a Ph.D. student in the
Department of Pharmacology
and Molecular Sciences from
1992 until her untimely death m
1996. It is given in recognition
of contributions to research
undertaken by a Ph.D. candidate
in the School ol Medicine.
Awarded to Maria Luisa Cocbella,
2D04 2005
The Harry C. Sai i/m i in
l'KI/l FOR Ml DI< \l WR] I IN(,
This prize was established
in 1990 bj the ramilj ol Dr.
Salt/stem, a 1 '> 1 4 graduate <>t
I he Johns I [oplrins I Wversitj
School of Medicine, to
recognize his lifelong interest
in medical writing. The award
is given to that student who has
exhibited excellence in medical






The Mette Strand Research
Award was established in 1 998 as
an enduring legacy to graduate
education and to honor the
contributions to science and
education made by Dr. Strand as
a Professor of Pharmacology and
Molecular Sciences from 1977
until her untimely death in 1997.
The award is made possible by
the generous contributions of her
colleagues and friends as a tribute
to her contribution to humanity
in the quest for a vaccine against
schistosomiasis, her unyielding
devotion to science and her role
in the training of a generation





The Nupur Dinksii Thekdi
Research Award
This award was established in
2002 to honor the memory
of Nupur Dinesh Thekdi, an
M.D./Ph.D. student in the
School of Medicine from 1996
until his untimely death in
2001. The award was made
possible bj the generous
contributions of his family
and friends and is given to
honor outstanding research
contributions made by a student
in the School oi Medicine.
Vwarded to
noMcBeath, 2003 2004
The Bloomberg School of
Public Health
J. Howard Beard Fellowship
To an outstanding student
pursuing a career in local or
state public health work
Awarded to
Matthew David Burkey
The Damd and Patricia
Bernstein Scholarship
To an outstanding Master of
Public Health student
Awarded to Laura Jane Same
The Damd and Elinor
Bodian Scholarship Fund
To a doctoral student in any
department at the School
whose dissertation research is at
a critical juncture
Awarded to Jennifer Carole .\ Ioisi
Ruth B. and J. Douglas
Colman Scholarship





Louis I. Dim in \ni>
Thomas D. Dublin It nd
for the Advancement of
Epidemiology and Biostatistics
To recognize a student at the
interface of Biostatistics and
Epidemiology at the School
Awarded to
James Morel Syn/ons II
'
J\Nl \nd Sll\ I DYKACZ
Endow mi n i Ft nd
in Medical Statistics
In a Student whose research
fosters biostatistical research
and practice to advance our
understanding oi human health
and disease
\w ai ded to Brian Lee Egfeston
2\
The Fellowship in Family
Planning and Reproductixt.
Health
To an outstanding student
working in the area of family
planning and reproductive
health
Awarded to Li Liu
The General Prext.ntive
Medicine Residency Fund












The Howard C. and
Jane R. Goodman Fund
To an outstanding Master of
Public Health student
Awarded to Sachin Rambhai Patel
The Harold .and Syl\ta
Halpert Endowment Fund
To recognize achievement and
potential to contribute to the
field of mental health
Awarded to Rajeev Ramchand
The C. Esther and Paul A.
H\rper Award in Population
and Family Health Sciences
To a graduating student in
Population and Family Health









To encourage study at the
Bloomberg School of Public-
Health and the School of
Medicine
Awarded to
Christina I eloso Carde?nil
The John C. Hume Fund
for academic excellence and





To an outstanding student
in the sanitary engineering
program in the Department of
Environmental Health Sciences
Awarded to Jinhee Bae
The Morton Kramer Fund
for the Application of Biostatistics
and Epidemiology in Research
on the Prevention and Control of
Mental Disorders
Awarded to an outstanding
doctoral student dedicated to
advancing knowledge of the
epidemiology and prevention of
mental disorders
Awarded to Andrea Leigh Stone
The Paul V. Lemkau
Scholarship Fund
To an outstanding student in the
Department of Mental Health
who has made a significant
difference within the department
Awarded to
Christine Wellings Koth
The M\rgaret Merrell Fund
To a Biostatistics doctoral





To a student whose interests,
research and career plans are
focused on improving the health





To an outstanding general
preventive medicine resident
Awarded to
Glenn Bruce Grimes Vanderver
The Watt/Hansell
Endowment
To support cross-training at the





The Paul H. Nitze School of
Advanced International Studies
(SAIS)
William C. Foster Award
To a second-year student for
sound scholarship and a record
of leadership and distinguished
service to SAIS exemplary7 of
the high qualities of integrity,







To a member of the second-
year class with the most
outstanding record during the
first year




Phi Beta Kappa, founded
at the College of William
and Mary in 1776, is the
nation's oldest and most
prestigious undergraduate
honors organization. To gain
election students must have
excelled in a broad array of
undergraduate courses in the
arts and sciences offered at
one of the 249 colleges and
universities in the United
States that are sufficiently
rigorous and intellectually
challenging to shelter a Phi
Beta Kappa chapter. The Johns
Hopkins University chapter
was founded in 1895.
From the Senior Class
in The Zanvyl Krieger
School of Arts and













































































































Angie Ting Wai Wong
Edmond Charles Wybaillie
Andrew Rong Song Tzeng Yang
Jonathan Eric Zuckerman
From the Senior Class
in The Zanvyl Krieger
School of Arts and















From the Senior Cl\ss
in The Zanvyl Krieger
School of .Arts and






From the Ph.D. Candidates
e\t The Zanvyl Krieger






From the Ph.D. Candidates







From Tin Paul 11. N'n/i
School of Advanced
Interna] k >n \i Studies
Ilya Bourtman
Justin Thomas Bristow
Jonathan Phaff Ra\ i\
Erin Mane Simpson
From the M.D. Cwdidai fs
l\ 11 IF SCHOOl OF Ml DK l\l
John Daniel dinger
Mark Douglas Ebert
James Richard 1 [arkness
Ann Laura 1 [uberman
From mi Ph.D. Candidati s
1\ Mil S< HOOl Ol Ml DK l\l
Aim Ellen ( 'luw
M.u i.i I ins.i ( lochella
Y.mhu.i I [uang
1 it. Hi!; Mao
>
> ingfeng Qiao










founded in 1999, offers a select
group of undergraduates in the
Zanvyl Krieger School of Arts
and Sciences the opportunity
to explore new avenues of
inquiry alongside and with the
guidance of scholar-teacher
mentors whose own research
is at the cutting edge of
their disciplines. Selection of
Fellows is based on academic
merit and the strength
of applicants' proposals
for independent research.
Students have the Fellowship
for the entire length of their
undergraduate careers.
The following members of



















Tau Beta Pi National
Engineering Honor Society
From The Senior Class
inTheG.W.C. Whitim,

























































Alpha Omega Alpha Honor
Medical Society
The Alpha Chapter of
Maryland was established at
The Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine in 1906.
Medical students with out-
standing records are elected
to membership in their senior
year.
The following members of
the graduating class have been
elected to membership in
Alpha Omega Alpha:























































































































Jocelyn C. San Mateo
Melinda Dale Sawyer
Claribel Linda Sawyerr
Christina Lee Ling Tom
Lai Sze Wong
The following Undergraduate
Students have been elected to
Sigma Theta Tau:




















Minette M. del Castillo-Unson






































































in Business and Education
Alpha lota Mu
Alpha Iota Mu, sponsored by
the International Academy
lor Information Management,
is a national honor society




chapters have been established
for undergraduate students,
the Johns Hopkins University
chapter is the first to focus
specifically on graduate students
in information systems. The
purposes <>t the society are to
confer distinction for academic
excellence in information
systems and professional or
academic leadership, and to
promote closer affiliation
between students, faculty,
and practitioners in the field.
Students who have completed
30 or more credits, are in the
top 20 percent ol their class,
and who meet the national
standards max be united to l>e
members.
The following members of the
graduating class are members


























Thelma Epua Apeduwa Sam










I )a\ id B. Wooding
. Mphn Sigma lambda
Upha Sigma Lambda, a
national honor societ) tor
undergraduates in continuing
higher education, is dedicated
to the advancement <>t
scholarship and leadership.
Membership in the Theta
( hnicron ( lhapter is open to
mat run la ted undergraduates
who have attended the School
ol Trotession.il Studies in
Business and Education foi at
25
least four semesters and have
completed at least 30 credits
in the School of Professional
Studies in Business and
Education with a 3.2 grade
point average.
The following members of the
graduating class are members








The Delta Sigma Pi, Chi
Chapter, established in 1922,
sponsors professional, social,
and community sendee
activities, as well as regional
and national Delta Sigma Pi
conferences. Upon graduation,
Delta Sigs may continue their
participation through the
Baltimore Alumni Chapter,
one of the oldest and largest
alumni chapters in the country.
The following member of the
graduating class is a member






were determined at the end
of March, 2006, for students
who had achieved a cumulative
Johns Hopkins University
Grade Point Average of 3.5 or
higher. Students earning this
honor at the end of the spring
2006, semester will have that
notation placed on their final
transcripts.































































































































katherine Elizabeth I lekman
katiejean Herbst
Elizabeth Alix I lodes
Laura Gilbert Hollingsworth
Marielle Christina Ilolmblad
Joseph Alexander Hood II
Gabriel Sean Harris Hopkins
Grant I low ard I lopkms
( Catherine Christine Horn
Vnne Wallace I loward
Joanna Su-Ting 1 Isu
Robert David I luang
Stephanie Sylvia 1 luang
( hnar Shaher hum



















































Kenneth 1 lerzl I evin
[alia Eckland 1 e\ \
\aiou 1 [ugh 1 e\ \ Forsythe
( !onrad Li
Jerry Liang
Joseph Emmanuel 1 in
Mark Wei 1 in
Kate 1 .linen 1 ipka
27














































































































Eugene Maxwell Whitacre m
Ashleigh Jo White
Zachary Conner Williams






































































































































Molecular and Cellular Biology
Jennifer Carreto,
Writing Seminars
Christopher D. Chan, Physics
Jessica Tzung-min Chang,
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Judy Yeoujwu Cheng, Physics
Bettina Lee Chiu,
Writing Seminars
Anthony Chung- Kai Chyou,










Dancy, French and Chemistry
Swetha Hindu Dasari,
Neuroscience




David Dittell, Writing Seminars
Katherine Meaghan Dunne,
Spanish
Claire Ellen Edington, French
Alexander John Eizenberg,
Writing Seminars
Lael Joy Ensor, History ofArt
Emily Vigland Ethridge,
Writing Seminars
























Molecular and Cellular Biology
Gabriel Sean Harris Hopkins,
Histoiy






Anne Wallace I loward.
Writing Seminars







Kenneth Norman Kay, Physics
Michael Joseph Kelly-Sell,
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Eric Lee Kiung, Political Science
Amber Colleen Kopp, Histoiy










Moleadar and Cellular Biology
Satoko Janet Kuramoto,
Public Health Studies




A lolecular and Cellular Biology















George Molina, Molecular and
Cellular Biology






1 1 riting Seminars
Laird Elizabeth Nelson,
International Studies
( IhristaJ Wenj an N>4,
/'///'//( Health Studies
M.n.i Marie NToeder,
1 1 riting Seminars
Kathleen Corcoran Oktavec,
History oj . lit


























Elana I Hilary Snow,
Histoiy ofA it










Leslie Burton Theibert, Histon
Laura Still Thrift,
Politcial Science











Vndrew I ee Weisman, Pbys






Jonathan Phil Yun, Neuroscience
Rebeca Lynn Yutzy, Spanish
Jonathan Eric Zuckerman,
Biophysics
* Please note that some students
may not be listed as receiving
Departmental Honors because




































































































































Risa Jean Lin, Biomedical
Engineering and Chemical and
Biomolecular Engineering





























































































* Please note that so?ne students
may not listed as receiving
Departmental Honors because
















































































Curt Ehren I leins
Anne Elizabeth I Iennessy
Carlos I. Hernandez-Rodriguez
Terrance Robert I lines
Leah Michelle Hooten-Clark
VivianYing 1 [ua




























































\anin ( lhace Redalen


















































" Please note that some students
may not listed as receiving
Departmental Honors because
this program went to presi























































































Johnny Chun Lin Kwok
Daniel Ryan Latta






































































































The appearance ofa name in this section ofthe program is not considered conclusive evidence ofgraduation, nor is the omission ofa name evidence that a degree was not awarded.
32
Bachelors of Science in
Computer Engineering








































































































Bachelors of Science in
Mechanical Engineering




























1 i Inn.- Yoosun Yoon
Bachelors ofArts
The G. W. C. Whiting School
ofEngineering
Amy Xiaohua Yang
Bachelors ofArts in Applied
Mathematics and Statistics


































































































Bachelors ofScience in Physics
The Zanvyl Krieger















































































































































































Jessica Anne de Leon
Lauren Elizabeth Dean
Marc DeGennaro













































































Jose Luis ( Jon/ale/
Daniel Nathan ( rOodman
\mish.i Kierty Gopalratnam









































Elizabeth Alix I lodes
Marielle (Christina Holmblad
Grace I long
Janice Jeyon I long
Joseph Alexander Hood II
Meredith ( )livia Hope
Gabriel Sean 1 larris I lopkins
Grant 1 loward 1 lopkins
Catherine Christine 1 lorn
Joseph Joshua I loulder II
Iyamide ( )motayo 1 louse
Meline Denise 1 [ovnanian
Anne Wall.lie 1 [oward
Robert Shi-Lin I Isu
Robert I ).i\ nl I [uang

















































Katherine 1 muse Kimball






















































































































































































































































































































































( fabriel William Ionian
Loandra Torres
Jennifer I .ynn Trapp
Anna Elizabeth Traverse
Blake William Trettien






































Eugene Maxwell Whitacre III
Ashleigh Jo White
Christina Nesarany Williams
Sarah Caitlin Plunkett Williams
Zachary Conner Williams
John Paul Wit/.cnbocker
Angie Ting Wai Wong
Jimmy Wong
Alessandra DeMaio Wood
( )hristopher Lee Wrighi
1). Wu
Edmond ( lharles Wj baillie
Michael John Wyszomiersld
\ndivu Rong Song Tzeng Vang
Shalia Muni Yi























John Forest Armato, Guitar
Chan-mi Baik, Piano
Jenni Lynn Bank, I bice
Nathan Bark, Recording .Arts
and Sciences and Trombone





Joanna Elizabeth Boldin, Oboe
Eron Anthony Bruce, Voice





Chia-Yi Birdy Chou, I Win)
Louise Chung, Piano
Jennifer Nicole Donnell,
( laitlin 1 . Donovan, Music
Education and I our
Austin ( lampbell Idell.
Recording . Irts and Sciences
and Audio Design
Jessica Finch, Flute
l)e\ in ( ii.u. Percussion
( Ihristophei I ouie ( >>>«.
Recording . Irts and Sciences
and Euphonium
17
Charles Lawrence Halka, Piano
James Hall, Double Bass
Ji Jeongjeannie Han, Piano
Zachary Robert Herchen,
Recording Arts and Sciences
and Saxophone
Elizabeth Leigh Horton,
Music Education and Voice
Benjamin Gody Jackson,
Trumpet
Emma Louise Kofoed Jensen,
Voice




Recording Arts and Sciences
Melissa Lynn Jordan, Saxophone
Ahreum Kim, I iolin























Music Education and Trombone
Jonathan Edward Peress, Music
Education and Tuba
Anastasia Petanova, Flute
Stefan Zhanov Petrov, Piano
Claire Plumb, Voice
Jacqueline Pollauf, Harp




Music Education and Tru?npet
Wesley Edward Rice, Clarinet











Kristyn Hyun Son, Flute
Kristen Susan Spiridon,
Music Education and Clarinet
Simon Sung, Guitar
Ryan terMeulen, Composition
Julie Wagner, Double Bass
Melody C. West, Composition
David E. Witmer, Composition
Nathan T. Wong, Violin
William Wysocki, Clarinet
John Jiyang Xia, Violin
Simon Paul Zaleski, Piano
Scott Adam Zarchy, Music
Education and Violoncello











































Minette M. del Castillo-Unson
Jesica Anne Deputy
Lucia Diaz
























































































Kitty In Kay Poon
Kristy Ann Pulaski







































































































































































Lauren Nicole I iso
Elizabeth \nnc loftier
Maria S. Tsekouras
Skylai I I inner



















































1 >aniel V ( ooper,
Business and \ tanagement






















































































































































































































Thomas G. Farrell Jr.,
Infonnation and
Telecojjununication Systems
Benay Dunn, Infonnation and
Telecommunication SystejJis












































Victoria D. Home, Hopkins
Leadership Development
Program















































































































Kirk M. Savior. Information and
Telecommunication Systems
Richard 1 1. Schoen,


























































Dwain Lennard Worslej 11.
Business transitions
Kimberlj Kum u Wu,
Information Security
Management
Yan Xiang, Business of Medicine




The School of Professional














































































































































































































































































1 ) 1. 1 ne D'Ambrosio Morris,
Administration and Supervision
Kiinberly M. Moses-Boycc,










































































































Phyllis Annete Thomas Bmton,
. Idministration and Supervision
Rudolph ( )tis Thompson,
. Idministration and Supervision
Jennifer Nicotic Thorson,
The Professional Teacher
( linthea I- . Thurman,























































































Frances Veneria Aleta Atkinson,
Marketing











































George S. Bell III, Education
Suzanne Erika Bell, Education
Jana A. Belsky, Counseling
Erika Stephanie Benke,
Counseling








Kevin Delaney Bert, Education








Michael David Bice, Counseling










Dawn Denise Maddox Bouder,
Counseling




Levi Yosef Breuer, Counseling
Denise W ard Brewer,
Special Education
Leslie Ann Bridgett, Education






































Andre Lamont Carr, Education
Gail Melanson Carr, Counseling



























E. Elaine Cherneski, Education






































E. Randy Cox, Information and
Telecommunication Systems
William T. Crawley III,
Real Estate

























































Ilona Doerfler, Real Estate
Alan Neal Drandoff,
Counseling


























Lisa M. Dyer, Counseling
Jennifer Janell Dykes, Education
Thomas Christopher Eacho,
Education



















Rachel T Eng, Information and
Telecommunication Systems
Sylvia I. Escobar, Finance
Stacey D. Esgar, Real Estate
Dyan Kathryn Evans, Education
Kenneth E. Evans III,
Infonnation and
Telecommunication Syste?ns





























Ann M. f i >t n<>. Education





















Karie Hadley Gardner, Special
Education


































Lisa I lope Gottlieb, Education




Vicky Dawn Grant, Education






































Donald C. Hayes, Management










Joseph A. Herr, Management
Joanne E. Hesse, Counseling
Terri L. Hett, Finance
Jessica L. Hickey,
Special Education
William Karl Hiler, Finance
Taylor J. Hillenmeyer,
Real Estate










Christine G. Home, Counseling






Aung Htein, Information and
Telecommunication Systems
Xu Huang, Finance
Cynthia Lynn Hubbard, Special
Education











Cheo Dates Hurley, Real Estate
Joanna Ingham, Special Education




Susan R. Jaffe, Education
Christina Lynne Jenkins,
Counseling
Jaephill Jeong, Real Estate






















Riah Joo, Special Education
Steffi Jost, Special Education
Mark S. Joyce, Management
Mark Jeffrey Kather, Education
Wendy Weiner Kaufman,
Special Education









Kerry Lynn Kelly, Education
Trisha Leigh Kessler, Education
Aloha E. Keylor, Education
David Garrett Keyser,
Real Estate











Andrew Steven Klein, Finance
Christopher Shawn Knighting,
Education
Robert Andrew Knipe, Finance
































Carin E. Langen, Marketing
Matthew Anthony Lattin,
Real Estate














































Jill Marie Maenner, Education






















































































J. Rebecca Mollot, Counseling




John Edward Morgan Jr.,
Finant t


























Mary Goins Nesbitt, Education

























Rebecca Lynn Otte, Education
Norman Louis ( )tto 111,
Finance



























Laren N. Peck, Counseling





















Michael Andreas Pfau, Finance
\l\.i Kyi Phyu. Marketing





















Brett Adam Querry, Education





James L. Ramey, Management
Silvia Loyda Ramirez, Finance
































































Jolie C. Salvano, Infonnation
and Telecommunication
Systems






















Steven John Schnur, Real Estate






































































Jacqueline Michelle St. John,
Counseling





















Jaime Carroll Stone, Education
Ellen Ann Stottmann, Education
Kristina Maranto Strait,
Counseling









Saba Fatima Suleman, Education




















Vicki Lee Tanner, Education





















































Michael F. Vail, Counseling
Gloria Inetta Vaughan-Lashley,
Special Education
Dale Linus Veal, Management
Hector Velez, Management
Joseph H. Wagner, Education
Luann Elizabeth Wainwright,
Education





Holly Lynn Walker, Counseling


















Larry Oliver Whitney Jr.,
Information and
Telecommunication Systems













































Studies in Business and
Education
Albert Jonathan Aboulafia








Robert II. Ulegar 11
Iha A. Uter
Ruben Amarasingham












































Frank M. Carpenter Jr.
Brian \mhnm ( 'arr
Claudia Maria Carr
Irene F. Castillo
\nn Mane ( avanagh







Paul Jordan ( 'hnsto
[racj ( leleste ( ihurch
Angela 1 .eigh ( Hague
1 )arren Phihp Clague
Amber Rhodes ( lochran
4<>
Jared Daniel Cohen





















































































Joseph Robert Huber Jr.
Donna G. Hutchinson
Mikhail Itskovich













































































































































Mohsin Ali Syed Alvi
Marcel Mctor Syriani
Brian Joseph Talay


































Masters ofArts in Teaching
The School of Professional



























































I lazel F. F.dwards
Amanda G Ellison
Debra 1 tarriet Fauber
Uexandra Marie Feor






















































Stephen Kinon I .echolop 11
Julia I ly un Lee

























































1 im.i Millej Reeder





















































































































































































































Hee Youn Choue, Piano
Petko Markov Dimitrov,
Conducting
Angeli Jemilda Ferrette, Voice
Catherine Marie Green, Voice
Christopher Hamlen,
Double Bass
Hae Jeong Han, Violin
Elizabeth Ann Healy, Opera
Jesse Edward Irons,
Chamber Ensemble






Carey Micah Lewis, Violin
Robin Fay Massie, Viola
Joo-Young Moon, Piano
Aimo Pagin, Piano
Benjamin Jinwon Park, Opera
Go Eun Park, Violoncello
Su Young Park, Violin
Yu Jung Park, Piano
Erin Renee Riley, Voice
Daniel Greene Seigel, Opera







Jeffrey M. Alban, Organ
Jorge Alejandro Amaral Agresti,
Guitar
Jahyun An, Violin




Maria Teresa Bracco, Violin
Erin Brittain, Voice








Na Young Chi, Composition
Sonya Yoo-Kyung Chung,
Violin
Natalie Rose Conte, Voice
Karen M. Cook, Musicology and
Music Theory Pedagogy
Darcy Elizabeth Crum, Voice
Elspeth Davis, Voice
Heather Kathleen Davis, Voice
Sarah J. Davis, Voice




Dudley, Voice and Pedagogy
Rebecca A. Duren, Voice
Ryan Scott Ebright,
Musicology and Voice






Erin M. Firnhaber, I one










Karin Miranda Hall Hardin,
Viola
Jondra A. Harmon, Voice
Matthew Heil,'Voice








Nun Song Yi Kim, Clarinet
Young Jin Kim, Piano
David Campbell Kirkwood,
Voice





Alysia Danielle Lee, Voice
Jung Min Lee, Piano
Kyungmi Lee, Computer Music
SooYeun Lee, Violin










Jae-shin Noh, I lolin
Hyun Kyung Park, I lolin
Karl Eric Pedersen, I "tola
Meredith Piplani, Voice
Patricia R. Puckett, Musicology
Robert Patrick Rafferty, Guitar
Joseph Cole Regan, Voice
Melanie Zayas Regan, I bice






Michelle S. Seipel, I bice
Kevin James Shannon, Guitar
Regina Shenderovich, Piano
\ihIi'(.u Shryock, Musicology
Martin Philip Shultz, I him
Kathleen Erin Singles,
Musicology and Flute
Perry Pakhin So, Conducting
Tara Rachele Stafford-Frank,
Voice





Kyle Ronald Szabo, / lolin
Jennifer L. Trimble, Piccolo
Huai-En Tsai, Trombone
Chia-Jung Tsay, Piano and
Pedagogy
Travis Wolfgram Wanner, Voice
Kevin Blair Wetzel, Voice
Joshua Mark Wilson, Voice
Shu-Ting Yeh, Piano
Shu-Ting Yao, Violin
Li-Hsuan Yu, J lolin





Audio Sciences and Recording
and Production
Sarah Gray Brown, Audio
Sciences and Acoustical Studies
KetherW Darshan, Audio
Sciences and Audio Design
Austin Campbell Edell.
Audio Sciences
Robert Savior, Audio Sciences
and Acoustical Studies
Thomas Meriwether Jones,







Health Behavior and Society
Sean Thomas Byrne, Molecular
Microbiology and Immunology











Health Behavior and Society
Yoona Rhee, Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology
Suzanna Schott,



























































































Sorina Elena Eftim, Biostatistics
Michal Engelman, Population














































Linda Cha Hubbard, Molecular
Microbiology and Immunology
Jeffrey Lee Hung, Biostatistics
Gabrielle Celina Hunter,
International Health
Jolene Sue Innis, Population


































Dennis Zane Kuo, Population
and Family Health Sciences
Denise Marie Lattner,
Inter-national Health





Brian Kane Lee, Epidemiology
Li Liu, Biostatistics
Erin Jessica Loew, Health Policy
and Management
Ezhou Lori Long, Biostatistics
Jennifer Anne Johnson




















Health Policy and Management





Health Policy and Management
Jennifer Anne Mcintosh,












Tracy Ellen Novak, Health
Policy and Management















Kalpit N. Patel, Biochemistiy
and Molecular Biology
SnehalT. Patel, Health Policy
and Management
Hafiza Pirani, Health Policy and
Management
Steven L. Posnack, Health
Policy and Management
Ian Ross Purcell, Biochemistiy
and Molecular Biology




















Population and Family Health
Sciences
Hilary Megan Schwandt,




Philip Seo, Clinical Investigation
Meredith Sarah Shiels,
Epidemiology
Chuck Chau-kai Shih, Health
Policy and Management
Rebecca Leah Short, Health
Policy and Management








Jeanne Marie Sisk, Biochemistry
and Molecular Biology
Linda Saechong Smith,
Health Behavior and Society





Tiffany Tene Swygert, Health
Policy and Management
Qiushan Tao, Biostatistics














Health Behavior and Society
Ann M. Walsh,











Shih-Yi Yang, Mental Health












M.ili.i Mirghani Vhmed Babikir
\km Steven Vkinwumi




( lassandra R. Vlthauser












































( riace Jean-Yee C !han
\mm.i \sluat ( lhaudhrj
Qi ( :hen
I iii.i Pearl ( Ihima
Cecilia Yun-Chu Cho
Michelle c rreen ( Hark
Robert Bryan ( lonley
l-hs.iln.-ili Marie c ooper
Brian Robert Craw ford
Diana 1 ouise I )anielson
R.uli.i Daoussi
Siisiim.i 1 ).is





























Anne Elizabeth Parker Frosch





































































































































































































































































Tam Thi Hai Dang
Leila Fatna Doulali



















































































Kristie \. ( )anegallo
N. I'k in Caner
Jennifer tanaliis Uirego Cant)
Sophu- \1. ( lardona
Ramona Elizabeth ( larej
Brian ( Hen ( larlson
Sidiq ( larter


















































( Ihristopher Paul Gaukler
Scott ( i.Ull
( hiisti.uK- Silkc ( Serber
Emil) 1 orraine ( Jerrj
James Thomas ( ribnej I\'
\mlle Egan ( riegerich































































































Mia Maria Elena Overall
Lisa Nicole Overbey
Anna Rosa Pantoja Hidalgo
Fabiana Papaianni
Pablo Pardo Naredo


















































































































































































Scott A. Van Natta,
Syste?ns Engineering
Masters ofArts





Masters of Chemical and
Biomolecular Engineering
The G. W C. Whiting School
ofEngineering
Michael Lee Parham
John Raymond Starr III
Craig E. Zoltouski
Masters of Civil Engineering






























The G. W C. Uniting School
ofEngineering
Michael William Brocka
John Joseph Curry III
Louis k.ni>\ Fogartj
Kristine Rene' Quick Gilmoux
Mahmoud Mohammed (iimie
Mimed Mansour 1 [abtoui
Scott Robert 1 lansen
Kristopher 1.1 [eick
Frederick K. I lopke
1 homas Joseph 1 [romada
Benjamin \\ ise Kinnaman
Kyle Robert Kranz
Margo Pietras 1 eo
Peter Daniel Loeffler










































Javier Umodovar, Electrical and
Computer Engineering











Oguz Angin, Computer Science
Eugene Gerard Aragon,
Systems Engineering























Gali Bai, Computer Science
Steven Nast Baier-Anderson,
Systems Engineering














































































Charles Ramad Bridges Jr.,
Systems Engineering




















Dwight E. Brown Jr.,
Cotnputer Science









Budd, Electrical and Computer
Engineering
























Kevin Donald Casey, Electrical
and Cotnputer Engineering






















Amos Smith Choi, Information
Systems and Technology
John Chou, Information Systems
and Technology

































































































































































































Wei Gao, Computer Science











































Tiffani Loraine 1 [aas,
Systems Engineering
Lakeisha V 1 [all, Information
Systems ami Technology
Allen Neil I [amblin,
Information Systems and
Technology
Reggie Donnell 1 [amilton,
Sj items Engineering
Marvin Morris 1 lanson,
Technical Management
Peter James 1 larmatuk,
Systems Engineering
Mien I low .u d I [arris,
Systems Engineering
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Rohit Kapur, Computer Science

















Brian David Kiehl, Information
Systems and Technology
Jung Yun Kim, Information
Systems and Technology


































Abhishek Lai, Computer Science
Douglas Rogers Lamb,
Applied Physics












Anh Tran Le, Computer Science





Diane Lai Yee Lee,
Computer Science
Eric Lee, Information Systems
and Technology








James Yiu Man Li,
Systems Engineering
Jason Yutao Li, Computer Science




Jonathan Lin, Security Informatics






Jason Fredric Lipman, Applied
Biomedical Engineering













































































Michael Page Mattix, Electrical
and Computer Engineering




























. [pptied and Computational
\ lathematics













Henry Lee Miller, II,
Computer Science
























Hector E. Negron, Electrical
and Computer Engineering








linn Nguyen, Electric, il and
Computer Engineering
















Barn - James O'Brien, Electrical
and Computer Engineering














Javier L. Oviedo, Electrical and
Computer Engineering
(iurhan Ozen, Computer Science
Siragan Ozkan, Electrical and
Computer Engineering



















Hirenlcumar 1). Patel, Electrical
and Computer Engineering





Vripul Raman Patel, Electrical
and Computer Engineering
Viren Ramcsh Patel, Electrical
and Computer Engineering





















Trang Huyen Pham, Electrical
and Computer Engineering





Linh M. Phan, Environmental
Planning and Management





Rene Pineda, Computer Science






































































Douglas M. Roland, Electrical
and Computer Engineering

































Lori Scherer, Systems Engineering
Christopher John Scheve,
Technical Management



























Hetal H. Shah, Systems
Engineering
Premal B. Shah, Computer Science
Nitin Sharma, Electrical and
Computer Engineering









Gaurav Shukla, Computer Science
Andradige Nalin Udayasiri Silva,
Electrical and Computer
Engineering



























































































Yeanhung Tan, Computer Science
David P. Tang, Computer Science










































I Ienrv E. Vanderborght,
Technical \ lanagement






































Therin Edward Weimer Jr.,
Electrical and Computer
Engineering
Bradford Scott Weir, Electrical
and Computer Engineering
Assat Weiss, Applied Biomedical
Engineering
Henry Mark Weiss, Electrical
and Computer Engineering
Robert A. Wert, Electrical and
Computer Engineering
Thomas ( lharles West,
Computer Science
Adam James \\ esten elt,
Computer Science


















































l.i Ye, Information Systems and
Technology
Ellen Yi. Systems Engineering
Pesaj Ybu, Electrical and
Computer Engineering
IVs.n Ybu, ( omputi v
Yaqi Ybu, Geography and
Environmental Engineering
S&nd] S. Yu, Information
Systems and Technology
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Antonio Zavaleta, Applied and
Computational A latbematics
Dana Zhang, Computer Science
Jiangwen Zhang,
Computer Science
Tao Zhang, Computer Science
Wei Xin Zhen, Computer Science
Qing Yu Zheng, Computer Science






















Hyenju Bae, Chemical and
Biomolecular Engineering












Aaron Joseph Beattie TV,
.1 lecbanical Engineering
Mary Joan Beckman, Electrical
and Computer Engineering






















Vikash Pal Singh Chauhan,
Chemical and Biomolecular
Engineering





Young Ik Cho, Electrical and
Computer Engineering
Se Heon Choi, Computer Science
Kokleong Choy,
Biomedical Engineering




Matthew Craig Oliver Cook,
Applied Mathematics and
Statistics
Ruma Das, Computer Science



















Rachel M Funyak, Materials
Science and Engineering
Refaat Elsayed Gabr, Electrical
and Computer Engineering
Sachin S. Gangaputra, Applied
Mathematics and Statistics








Murat Gulguden, Electrical and
Computer Engineering





Wai Kuen Hon, Computer- Science
Weina Hou, Applied
Mathematics and Statistics
Nicole Howie, Computer Science
Jun Hua, Biomedical Engineering
Stanley Huang,
Biomedical Engineering
Eric Benjamin Pierre Jabart,
Chemical and Biomolecular
Engineering






















Adam Langer, Computer Science
Marc David Lassin,
Computer Science
Quang Gia Le, Electrical and
Computer Engineering








Nan Li, Biomedical Engineering
Jianyi Liu, Electrical and
Computer Engineering
Yanghe Liu, Geography and
Environmental Engineering
Zan Liu, Mechanical Engineering














Xiao Mo, Materials Science and
Engineering











Shanell R. Nero, Electrical and
Computer Engineering
Vi Nguyen, Electrical and
Computer Engineering








Hudayi Ozcan, Electrical and
Computer Engineering
































































































Paola Virga, Computer Science
Ajay Vyasapeetam,
Computer Science
Jing Wang, Computer Science
































Li Xu, Computer Science
Masters ofArts
The Zanvyl Krieger
School ofArts and Sciences
Evelyn Judith Abeles, Economics
Raja Abu Hassan, Public Policy
Susama Agarwala, Mathematical
Sciences
Carmen M. O. Alveal, History
David Lanning Andrews,




Richard Keith Barrj Jr.,
Physics and Astronomy








Alana Kristine Bevan. History
Albert J. Beveridge, Histon
Kristin Ann Bianchi, Chemistry
James Edward Blanton. History
Michael D. Boda,
Political Science
Micah Jeffrey Bodner, Chemistry
Alexis Allee Bond, Chemistn
Christine Elaine Breiner,
.\ lathematical Sciences
Daniel Brown Britton, Economics






Jeremy L. Caradonna, History
Adam Robert Castor, Economics









Bryan Mark Conn, English
Florentina Carmen Costache,
German
C. Teresa Cribelli, History
Jonathan Andrew Dahl,
Mathematics





Victor Joseph Di Fate,
Philosophy
Jovita M. Diaz, Biology
Caroline Michelle
Domenghino, German
Adam ( rarrioti Donaldson,
Public Policy
Yi Dong, Physics and Astron
Benjamin 1' Duda, Pa:
1 .linen Michele Eyster,
Public Polny














Sodam Go, Public Policy
Justin M. Gorham, Chemistry
Carter L. Gould, Chemistry
Adam S. Greenberg,













Amy Kristine Holmes, Sociology
Matthew A. Holtzman,
Philosophy










Lisa Frances levers, Philosophy
Kareem Kamal Ismail, Economics





Seth Jonas, Physics and Astronomy



















Chit Nyi Linn, Physics and
Astronomy
Joseph Terrence Lo Galbo,
Histoiy
Jake Lowinger, Sociology
Heather Renee Lucas, Chemistiy
Adetokunbo Michael Lukan,
Biophysics





Robert Emmett McCabe III,





Matthew McEvoy, Physics and
Astronomy














Charles Junior Na, Biology
Frances Namuswe, Chemistiy







Andrea C. Payne, Public Policy














Phillip W. Reynolds, Biology
Eun-Jung Rhee,
Physics and Astronomy
Justin Leslie Roberts, Histoiy
Isaias Rojas-Perez, Anthropology
Jeffrey Saul Rosenberg, Classics
Ke Ruan, Chemistiy





David M. Schrag, Anthropology















Eaith and Planctaiy Sciences
Manuchehr Taghizadeh Popp,
Physics and Astivnomy




Kevin Edward Thorn, Economics
Kathryne Jeannine Daniel
Tolfree, Physics and Astronomy
Olga Volodymyrivna Vashchuk,
Economics













Joshua Daniel Wnuk, Chemistiy
Jamison Davis Wolfer,
Chemistiy
Thomas J. Wright, Mathematics


















































School ofArts and Sciences
Debasree Banerjee,










Molecular and Cellular Biology
Alex Yu-Shun Lin,
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Alice I-Ying Lin,
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Peter Hongji Ma,
Molecular and Cellular Biologs*
Jeremy Robin McCallum,
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Hyunsoo Kenneth Park,
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Michael Socrates Tsimis,




School ofArts and Sciences
Ronny Chan
I )avid Pei-Ann Chen








































































Roberta Ann Hawkins Harvey















John Edward Jenkins Jr.
Salimatu Lami Jibril





















Amanda K.n 1 >ebes Lane
Karen Pak Van l.au
Jason \iulivu Lawhorne
Scott Michael Law renee
Shaneka Starr I awson


















































( ravin ( lharles Sampey
David Santos
Saul 1 [ernej Sarria
Sarah Beth 1 awson Sarsfield
Hr.ulkv Stephen Scon
John 1 [enry Joseph Scon




































































































































































Master ofArts in Government
The Zanvyl Krieger





























































Master ofArts in Writing
The Zanvyl Krieger

































Deborah L. Rouse Washington













































School ofArts and Sciences
( laroline Mine Brown
Franklin J. Castro
Karin I [ai-Ling ( lhan
Lisseth Cortez Edwards












The School of Professional
Studies in Business and
Education
Elizabeth Anne Boyle, Special























Paula Kch.iul.ini Vim Chiplis.
The Relationship ol Lower
Extremity Muscle Strength
and Body ( Composition to
Balance in 1 lealtln VdultS
Nina Marie Fredland.
Physical, Behavioral and
Mental 1 lealtfa Outcomes
oi Young Kens Exposed









and Family Health Sciences.
"Pleeeeease, with Sugar
on Top?!?" Children's and
Parents' Perceptions of
Television Use and Food
Advertising.




A Review of Methods,
Metrics and Performance
Improvement.
Verita Custis Buie, Health
Polity and Management.
Medicare Cost Differentials
Among Black and White
Elders Before and After
Nursing Home Admission.





Health From Adolescents in
Urban India.
Chavonne Danielle Lenoir,




of Concurrent \ Prevention
Messages.
Elaine 1 [ornberger Morrato,
Epidemiology. Impact of
Nefazodone (Serzone)
1 [epatic Risk Minimization
Recommendations: \ Case









Health. The Impact of
Household's Better Access
to Water on Children's
Health and Survival in Rural
Rajasthan, India.
Rajendra Shankar Shukla,
International Health. A Study
of Treatment Completion
and Default under DOTS-
Based TB Control Program
(RNTCP) in Urban and
Rural Areas of West Bengal,
India.










and Family Health Sciences.
The Fertility Transition






Credit and HIV Protective




of Norovirus and Related
Viral Surrogate Survival
in Surface Water and
Subsurface Water.
Gwendolyn Bergen, Health
Policy and Management. An
Evaluation of the Effects
of the Zero Tolerance Law





Repair Genes and the Risk
of Colorectal Neoplasia.
Julie Parson Blum, Biochemistry
and Molecular Biology.
Epigenetic Regulation of
Estrogen Receptor Alpha in
Human Breast Cancer Cells.
Audra Nicole Boscoe, Health
Policy and Management. Adult
Outcomes of Early Onset
Mental Illness: Impact on
Income, Health Insurance
Status, and Mental Health
Service Utilization in
Adulthood.




of Their Ability to Deliver








Infection From Neurons of




in a Group of Former








The Role of Glial Cells
in the Pathogenesis of
Neuroadapted Sindbis Virus.




Molecules as an Anti-HrV-1
Microbicide.
Michelle Canham Chervak,
Health Behavior and Society.
The Association of Health
Risk Behaviors and
Occupational Injury Among
U.S. Army Basic Trainees.
Rohit Arvind Chitale,
Epidemiology. Diagnosis
and Clinical Prediction of
Group A Beta-hemolytic
Streptococcal Pharyngitis




Cycling, Diabetes and Risk
of Postmenopausal Breast
Cancer.
Laura Emily Kresch Curran,
Epidemiology. Autism, Fever




Efficacy of a Dopamine









Neal Workman Dickert Jr.,
Health Policy and Matiagement.
Maintaining Respect at the
Margins of Agency: Respect








Erin Kyle Dreyling, Health
Policy and Management. The
Built Environment and
Walking: An Examination of
School Transport Mode.
Lisa Dubay, Health Policy and
Management. The Effects of
Socio-Economic Position


















Infections and the Kinetics
of Influenza and RSV
Antibodies Among Navajo
and White Mountain
Apache Infants from Birth to
6 Months.
Lori Ann Hamby Erby,
Health Behavior and Society.
Understanding the Genetic
Counseling Interaction: The
Use of Simulated Clients





plyori Infection to Pregnane}'
Anemia on Pemba Island,
Zanzibar.
Christa Lynn Fischer Walker,
International Health.
Zinc Supplement for the
Treatment of Diarrhea in
Infants 1-5 Months of Age




















Enrolled in a Randomized
Clinical Trial and Those
Eligible But Not Enrolled.
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Jessica Diane Gipson,











Infection Status of Nursing
Infants and Cytokines





Alyson Leilani Fulwood Hall,









Whole World Will Be Able
to See Us: Cultural Factors
Affecting Insecticide-Treated
Bed Net Use for Malaria
Control in the Peruvian
Amazon.
Margaret Frances Haynes,
Health Policy and Management.
Cardiorespiratory Fitness
and Unintentional Nonfatal
Injur}' Among the United









During Pregnancy and Birth
( hitcomes.
Ching-1 lui Ilsich, Mental




Complex Activities of Daily
Living, Cognitive Functions,
and Subsequent Disability:
Results from The Women's
Health and Aging Study II
(WHAS II).
Sara Burr Johnson, Health
Policy and Management. The
Role of Biobehavioral and
Psychosocial Development




Vanya Christina Jones, Health





Attend School and Live





Based Health Insurance on







Predict if One has a Disease-
Causing Mutation Based on




Maternal Anemia and Blood
Loss at Childbirth and
Postpartum in Pemba Island,
Zanzibar, Tanzania.
Aamir Javed Khan, International
Health. Pneumonia in
Children Living at High
Altitudes in Pakistan.
Sung Roul Kim, Environmental
Health Sciences. Methods
and Measurements to
Assess Mobile Source Air
Toxics Within a Micro-
Environmental "I lot Spot"











Receptors for Sindbis and
Ross River Viruses.




to Teacher Ratings of
Classroom Behaviors and
Educational Services of
Children in Second Grade.
Pamela Lee Kowalski, Health
Behavior and Society.
Sexuality and Condom Use
Among Albanian Youth.
Hanh Hao La, Epidemiology.
Epidemiology of High Risk
HPV Infection in Northern
Vietnam Among Married





Evaluation of a Refined
Method for Assessing Small
Airway Function.
Tiffany Anne Lefevre Lillie,
Health Behavior and Society.
How Culture, Individual
Cognitions, Attitudes, and
Peer Norms Affect Kenyan
In-School Youths' IIIY-
Prevention Behaviors.
Fan Li, Biostatistics. Statistical
Designs and Analyses tor
Partially Controlled Studies.
Yong Li, Population and Family
Health Sciences. The Long-
Term Effects of the 1958-62




Ranking Methods « ith
Applications to I lealtfa
Sen ices Research and ( Jene
Expression.
Jennifer Marie Lincoln, Health
Policy and Management.
Fresh Seafood at a Price:
Factors Associated with
Surviving Commercial














Malecki, Health Policy and
Management. Developing
a Scientific Framework for
Evaluating Environmental
Public Health Indicators:
A Case Study Analysis of
Children's Emiromental




and Applications of Zinc
Finger Nucleases.
Swapnil Prakash Maniar,
Maternal and Child Health.
Examining Transitions in
Weapon Carrying Behavior






Protein, and Risk ot
Epithelial Ovarian Cancer.
( lodfree Mlambo,





Markers for Drug Resistance
in /' falciparum in Different
Endemic Areas oi Zimbabwe.
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Lori Ann Mull, Biochemistry














Method and Toner Heating.
Michael Eugene Mussolino,
Epidemiology. Low Bone







and the Protective Role of
Social Supports (Parental,
Peer and School) in Urban
Adolescents.
Ching Ging Ng, Molecular
^ Iicrobiology and Immunology.
Roles of Host Cell Lipids
and Intracellular Trafficking
Machinery in the Patho-
genesis of Sindbis Virus.
Mia Antonia Papas,
Epidemiology. Fast Food,
Diet and Risk of Overweight
Among Adolescents in the
Clue II Cohort.








Care Spending Using a
Cointegration Approach.
Allison Marie Pledgie,




Breast Cancer Cell Lines.
Keshia Marie Pollack, Health
Policy and Management. The









Injection Drug Users in
Baltimore, Maryland.
Chrissy E. Prater, Biochemistty
and Molecular Biology.
Antisense Oligonucleotides
Directed to the HIV-1 Rev
Response Element: Effects
of Nucleotide Modification















Resistant Infections in a
Rural Developing Country
Setting: Human and Animal
Agricultural Antibiotic Use
and Animal Husbandry
Practices in Rural Bangladesh.
Ana Maria Rule, Environmental
Health Sciences. Laboratory
and Field Investigation of
Biological Aerosols.
Mahboobeh Safaeian,
Epidemiology. Utility of Self-




Alison Jane Scott, International
Health. Imagining AIDS,
Managing Poverty: A Study
of HIV-Positive Young
Women in Four U.S. Cities.
Frances Latimer Seiler, Mental
Health. Unmet Need for
Adolsescent Mental Health
Services.
Efrat Shadmi, Health Policy and
Management. Coordination







Effect of Prenatal Sex
Selection on Gender
Differentials in Child Health
and Survival in India.
Regina Amy Shih, Mental
Health. Enviromental
Lead Exposure and Neuro-






Analyses in Clinical Trials.
Sagri Singh, Population and
Family Health Sciences. The
Role of Premarital Exposure
to Family Planning
Information in Fertility and
Contraceptive Use Among
Rural Women in India.
Stephanie Yvonne Smith,
Health Policy and Management.
Nicotine Product Harm
Perception and Psychosocial




Those Who "Have to Carry
Men" to Those Who "Look
to Marty Men": The Social
Organization of Women's
Sex Work in Antananarivo,
Madagascar.






Health. The Role of
Intramyocellular Fatty
Acids on the Etiology of






burgdorferi in the Mid-
Adantic Region.









and the Risk of Alzheimer's
Disease.
Van My Ta, Health Policy and
Management. Depressive
Symptoms & Utilization




Loss Among Patients with
AIDS and Cytomegalovirus










Population and Eamily Health
Sciences. The Determinants
of the Progression to First














Context: A Study of House-










Models of Infectious Disease
Ecology.
Haijiang Wang, Population and
Family Health Sciences. Work,
Marriage and Community
Context Effects on Health
Among a Cohort of Chinese
Women.












Erin L. Winstanley, Health
Policy and Management.
Communities as the Context
of Adolescent Behavioral






of the Sperm, the Egg
Vim Cytoskeleton, the
Membrane Protein CI)'; and
Post-Ovulatory Aging.
Judy Cheng Xu, Health Policy
and Management. Labor
Market Responses to the
Onset of Disabilities or
Health Problems for Older
Workers: A Longitudinal
Study of Race Difference.
Jianhua Yang, Population and
Family Health Sciences.
Patterns and Correlates of
Chinese Adolescents' Sexual
Knowledge and Attitudes:
A Cross-Sectional Study of
High School Students.
Hongling Zhou, Biostatistics.
Change Point Problems in
Generalized Linear Models.
Susan Jane Zieman, Clinical
Investigation. A Clinical
Investigation to Study the
Impact of Age-Associated
Physiologic Changes on
Exercise Capacity Using L-
Arginine as a Clinical Tool.
Doctor ofPhilosophy
The Paul H. Nitze School
ofAdvanced International
Studies
Ole Egil Distad Andreassen,
Getting Credit: How Banks
Make Lending Decisions
in Argentina, Peru, and the
World, With an Emphasis




Mark Fung, Bonds and
Bureaucrats: The Politics
of Finance in China, 1953-
2003.
Gerald Scott Gorman, Seeking






The Political Economy of
Reuatory Reform.
Julius Mutwol, Why Peace
Accords Succeed or Fail:
Insurgent Motivations, State
Responses and Third Party
Interventions in Liberia,





Fumiko Sasaki, To Build
a Strong Nation: The





























Schonze Frances Del Rozo
Neal Workman Dickertjr.




















































1 oi.i \\\\\ Remeck




John ( iabnel Schneider
Rosanne Bravin Sheinberg




I lv unsuk Suh
Jason Is. ii




Patty Peiyu Shih Vernon
Tonya Nicole Walker
Vanessa Jeannette Walker-Harris


















Effects of Factors Involved
in Eukaryotic Translation
Initiation.






.Analyses of Plexin A and
Plexin B, Tvo Drosophila
Semaphorin Receptors.
Byoung-Il Bae, Neuroscience.





















of Object Contour Shape
in Primate Posterior
Inferotemporal Cortex.




















of the Neuronal CaV2 .
1
Channel.









Cellular and Molecular Biology
Training Program-Cell









in the Early Eocene




















and Genetics. The Molecular
Basis for High Fidelity














Protein S 1 3 Modulates
Translocation and Initiation
in the Ribosome.
Jordan M. Cummins, Cellular
and Molecular Medicine. A










Sayaka Eguchi, Cellular and
Molecular Medicine. The Role
of Histone Modifications in
the Reversal of Abnormal













































as a Function of DNA
Sequence.
Ali Deniz Giiler, Biochemistiy,
















X-Ray Fused with MRI













Cellular and Molecular Biology
Training Program-Molecular
Biology and Genetics.
Stabilization of Cell Polarity
by the RING Finger Protein
PAR-2 in the Caenorhabditis
elegans Zygote.





Apoptotic Cell Death by
Nuclear Translocation
Following SIAH1 Binding.
Michelle Lynn Harris, Cellular
and Molecular Medicine.
Granzyme B as an Indicator
and Generator of Altered
Antigen Structures in
Autoimmunity.





into Golgi Structure and
Function.




Developing 1 luman Fetal






Lee Daniel Kapp, Biochemistry,
Cellular and Molecular Biology
Training Program-Biophysics
and Biophysical Chemistry.
Determining the Roles of














of the Spiral Ganglion
Neurons of the Cochlea















of the Protozoan Parasite
Trypanosoma brucei.
Ihid Carneiro Leao,
Pharmacology and \ lolecular
Sciences. Vesicular Traffick-
ing and Cholesterol
1 [omeostasis: I IIV-1
Connection with Niemann
Pick Type C and Rab°
Proteins.
I [yosang Lee, Biological
Chemistry. The Identification
ofTwo Novel Ion ( lhannels,
I RPV3 andTRPV4and the
Elucidation of Their Roles











Novo Fatty Acid Synthesis






Genetics. Identification of a
New Mechanism for Tumor
Immune Evasion.











Yanan Liu, Biological Chetnistiy.




Cellular and Molecular Biology
Training Program—Biophysics
and Biophysical Chemistry.
The Molecular Mechanics of











Lifang Mao, Neuroscience. The
Roles of GluR2/3 C-termini
and Their PDZ Domain
Interacting Proteins, GRIP






and Genetics. The CTR9
Component of the PAF1
Complex: General and
Position-Dependent Effects





of Efferent Inhibition in
Chicken Short Hair Cells.
Rowena McBeath, Cellular
and Molecular Medicine. The
Effect of Cell Shape on




.\ lolecular Biology Training
Program-Biological Chemistry.




Jennifer Gladys Mulle. Human
Genetics. Characterization







\1R Flow and Angiography.








ol ( fenes Regulated bj
SOX17 I hiring Mammalian
Endoderm I >ifrerentiation.
77
Fa) Fei Peng, Biomedical
Engineering. The Regulation






the Treatment of Acute
Leukemias.
Yingfeng Qiao, Pharmacology
and A Io/ecu/ar Sciences.
Chemical Rescue of a





Is a Nuclear PI3 -Kinase
with Transcriptional
Regulatory Activity.
Ashley Evan Ross, Biochemistn,




Recombination at the Levels












Stratified Tissues for In Situ
Cartilage Regeneration.





to Detect and Quantify
Macromolecular Pathologies










of the Two Antagonistic
Phototransduction Pathways
in a Single Parietal-Eye
Photoreceptor.
Thomas Edward Sussan Jr.,
Biocbemistiy, Cellular and
















Gene Silencing in Human























Patty Peiyu Shih Vernon,
Cellular and Molecular






\ Iolecular Biology Training
Program-Cell Biology. Organ
















and LANA Association with
Nuclear Bodies.
Shenqin Yao, Biocbetnistiy,
Cellular and Moleadar Biology
Training Program-Molecular
Biology and Genetics.
Identification of a Novel
Hedgehog Receptor from




















A-Type Lamins and Nuclear
Architecture.
Lilei Zhang, Human Genetics.
PLP2 and Susceptibility to








The G. W. C. Whiting School
ofEngineering














Nilou Arden, Chemical and
Biomoleadar Engineering.











Engineering. The Role of
Wood Char in Organic
Chemical Sorption by Soils:
Studies in the Absence
and Presence of Natural
Organic Matter.









































Xiaodong Fan, Electrical and
Computer Engineering.
Learning a Hierarchy of
Classifiers for Multi-Class
Shape Detection.
Fernando Jose Ferrante, Civil
Engineering. A Probabilistic
Micromechanical-Based












Analysis of the Random
Eigenvalue Problem.
Paul Edward < Jrams,
Geography and Environmental
Engineering. Sand Transport
( Kit a Coarse and
Immobile Bed.










actions Pertinent to Cancer
Metastasis and Inflammation.





Natural Waters and Their
Removal During Drinking
Water Treatment.










Ming Li, Computer Science.
Intelligent Robotic Surgical
Assistance for Sinus









Characteristics of a 1 idally
Driven Bottom Boundary






























Studies of the Dynamic
Structure and Mechanical

























Integration of Prior CT
Information.
Charles Franklin Schafer III,
Computer Science.
1
1 anslation I )iscoverj







L'tkarsh Sharma, Electrical and
Computer Engineering. Fiber
Lasers and All-fiber Optic
Devices for Applications




















for Biomedical Array Signal
Processing.




of the Cerebral Cortex:
Geometry-Driven Cortical













Quinones and Iron in
\i|ucous | n\ ironments.
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Numerical Study of a
Two-Dimensional Laminar
Methane/Air Flame










Limit Theory for the
Domination Number of
Random Class Cover Catch
Diagraphs.



























School ofArts and Sciences
Hagay Amit, Earth and
Planetary Sciences.



















Sarah L. Barker, Biology.
A Molecular Analysis of
the Function(s) of the
Endocytic Scaffold Protein






of Law, Justice, and Place in
Urban Malaysia.
Michelle Lee Beaucher,




Physics and Astronomy. Five-
dimensional Supergravity
on a Manifold with
Boundary.
Matthew A. Berezuk, Biology.
Analysis of the In Vitro
Activity and Cargo Binding
Characteristics of Kinesin-2.
Alena Bicakova, Economics. On
the Distribution of Earnings
and Labor Force Status:
The Case of France, the
UK and the US at the End
of the 20th Century.
Kristina Borstnik, Chemistry.














Fields: The World Soccer

































Mouse and Human Tumors.
Jiawei Chen, Econojnics. Essays
on Matching and Mergers.







Kuenley Chiu, Physics and
Astronomy. Examining
Quasars at the Peak of
the Luminosity Function
—Cloning, Discovery,







English. Freedom From You:
Postwar American Writing
and the Free Market.
Rachel Elizabeth Cole,
English. Personal Effects:
Social Recognition in Mid-
Nineteenth-Century
American Literature.
Tony John De Falco, Biology.
The Development of
Sexual Dimorphism in the
Drosophila Gonad.
Denise A. Demetriou, Classics.
Negotiating Identity: Greek





in a Labor Alarket with
Aioral Hazard and
Asymmetric Information.





Lori Michelle Feaga, Physics















Accessibility in the Unfolded
State of Proteins.
Joseph P. Fox, Chemistry.
Synthesis, Characterization,







Alexandra Fricova, Earth and
Planetary Sciences. Particle
Transport in the Coastal
Bottom Boundary Layer
Using Combined PIV and
SVM.
Beatriz Miky Funatsu, Eaith
and Planetaiy Sciences.
Stratospheric Intrusions and
Transient Convection in the
Eastern Tropical Pacific.
Alhena Gadotti, Near Eastern
Studies. 'Gilgamesh, Enkidu





Meaning of Disease. Poetics
of Illness. From Honore
de Balzac to Thomas
Mann ('Le sens des maux.
Poetiques de la maladie.
D'l Ionore de Balzac a
Thomas Mann').
Adam M. Goldstein, Philosophy.











of the [-state: a Thermo-














Chemistiy. Part I: Novel


















of Open Clusters: Low-
Mass Eclipsing Binary
Stars and the Stellar Mass-
Luminosity-Radius Relation.
Taber G. Hersum, Earth mid
Planetary Sciences. Phase
Change and Melt Dynamics
in Partially Molten Rock.
Scott Williams Hibbard,
Political Science. Religion as
Mass Politics.
Monica Birth Hoesch, (lerman.
'I am all that is, that was,
and that shall be, and no
mortal has lifted my veil:'
Kant, Nova I is, ( foethe, and
the Veiled ( roddess [sis.
Vaughn E. I [uckfeldtjr.,
Philosophy. Ethics and the












Daniel Gerard Isom, Biophysics.
pKa Values of Internal
Ionizable Groups in a
Protein.







and Model Complexes for
(N,S)M(II) Metalloenzymes.
Nozomu Kawai, Near Eastern
Studies. Studies in the Reign
of Tutankhamun.
Sarah Khokhar, Sociology.
Punjabi Identity in Pakistan:




Predation and Patent Pools.
Yoo-ki Kim, Near Eastern
Studies. The Function of
the Tautological Infinitive






Social Fathers and Biological
Fathers?.
Eda Koculi, Biophysics. Cations
and RX'A Interactions m the
RNA Folding Landscape.
Aphichokc Kotikula. Economics.
Essays in female Child
Bearing and Labor Supply.
Abigail E. Kroch, Biology.
The Role ot \inmo \cnl
Sequence in Specifying the
Stability and ( Conformation
ofTransmembrane
Oligomers.
I.mum \mss.i Kr\ gier.
Wear Eastern Studies. Late
Eighteenth 1 )\ nastj Faieni e
and ( d.iss from Malkata \













Stephanie .Ann Leavitt, Biology.
Characterization of the
Allosteric Mechanism of
HIY-1 Proteins gp 120 and
Net".
Monica Kittiya Lee, History.
Conversing in Colony:
The Brasilica and the Vulgar
in Portuguese America,
1500-1759.
Joshua Philip Levens, History
ofScience. Medicine, and
Technology. Sex, Neurosis




Gantt and Frank A. Beach.
Lei Li, Chemistiy. Copper-
Dioxygen Complex
Mediated Aliphatic C-Il
Bond and DNA Nucleobase
Oxidation.
Bei Liu, Sociology. Social
Structure and Personality in
Transitional Urban China.




Paula Duarte Lopes, Political
Science. Regulation, Regimes,
and the Politics ot Water
Governance.
Binquan Luan, Pbysia and
. Istronomy. Simulations
of < out.Kt and Friction
( Connecting Atomic and
C Continuum Descriptions.
I .us Maischak, History \
( Cosmopolitan ( Communit)
I lansc.ttu Men li.uits m the
( hi in.in American \il.mtu
ot the Nineteenth ( Century.
si
Liang Mao, Humanities. Henry





Giambattista Vico Did to









History. Our Country Is the
World: Radical American
Abolitionists Abroad.
Bonnie M. Miller, History. The
Spectacle of War: A Study
of Spanish-American War
Visual and Popular Culture.
Mark William Milutinovich,






I contorni della Leggerezza:
letteratura, scienza e arte




Slavery, and Empire in Early
Modern England.
Ana Paulina Ochoa Espejo,
Political Science. The Time
of Popular Sovereignty:
Political Theology and the
Democratic State.
Ik-Hyeon Paik, Chemistry.









Richard Allen Paschal, Political








Chemistry, and Their Use













with the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey.



















Kara Lynn Schenk, History
ofAn. Returning to Zion:
the Narrative of the
Dura-Europos Synagogue
Frescoes.














of a Bifunctional Catalyst
System: Lewis Acid-Lewis
Base Co-Catalysis.
Eran Shalev, Histoiy. Rome









in the Budding Yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae.












Equations on a Waveguide.
Byung-Chul Suh, Chemistiy.
Novel Hybrid Analogs
of the Active Hormone





Political Science. Visions of
Domination: Ideology and
the Variety of Great Power
Domination.
Wei Tan, Economics. A
Dynamic Equilibrium
Analysis of the Cigarette
Oligopoly.
Wing Leong Teo, Economics.
Optimal Monetary Policies




and Its Discontents: Slavery,





















Mark Andrew Waddell, Histoiy
of Science, Medicine, and
Technology. Theatres of the
Unseen: The Society of
Jesus and the Problem of the




Manipulating the Arac Beta
Kiss Interaction.
Scott Paul Werts, Eaith and
P/anetaiy Sciences. Organic
Carbon Loss and 81 3C







Hasan Yardimci, Physics and
Astronomy. Slow Dynamics
in Supercooled Liquids and
Other Soft Materials.
Karina Zavala Del Angel,
Earth and Planetary Sciences.
Differentiation of Silicic








Reconstruction for the Abell
1689 Galaxy Cluster.




Wei Zhang, Classics. Poet as
Educator in Archaic Greece.
Bin Zhao, Earth and Planetary
Sciences. North Atlantic-
Climate Variability in a
Hierarchy of Ocean Models.
Aili Zheng, German.
Transformations: Schnitzler's
Drama from Print to Stage
and Film.







to the Johns Hopkins
Alumni Association.
Alumni








U N 1 V E R S 1 T V
Office of the Registrar




For those who use the Commencement Program as an official record of the awarding of degrees, please note the
following changes to the 2006 Commencement Program:
1
.
Sigma Theta Tau Nu Beta International Honor Society (Nursing) Page 25
Add: Ingrid Maria Andersson Kelly Elizabeth Jarrett
Diana Lynn Campion Colleen Elizabeth Kennedy
Lynn Kathleen Cerullo Elizabeth Ruth Ottoson
Theresa Catherine Chihuly Rosemary Keller Patterson
Kathryn Barry Foster Jennifer Marie Sawicki
Christine Borgstrom Gordon Stacie Lynn Wolfram
Delete: Rayanne Harris
2. General Honors Page 27 - 28
Add: Chelsea Anne Karnash
3. Departmental Honors (Arts & Sciences and Engineering) Page 29 - 30
Add: Juliana Marie Galan, French
Kabilar Gunalan, Biomedical Engineering
Chelsea Anne Kamash, Writing Seminars
Alexandra M. Prentiss, History
Tiffany Nicole Tasky, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Jason Tien, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Delete: Stephanie Gayle Hausner, International Studies
Meredith Olivia Hope, Writing Seminars
4. Bachelors of Science in Applied Mathematics and Statistics (Engineering) Page 32
Delete: Christine Sachiko Allen
5. Bachelors of Science in Biomedical Engineering (Engineering) Page 32
Add: Kiran Singh Sani
Delete: Andrew Sheng Bang Chou Christopher Barry Massa
Matthew Patrick David Joseph Matthew Messana
Christopher Yensen Lee Ken Ng
Aditya Madhusudhan Richard Ching Yao Tang
Simon Wei Zhang
6. Bachelors of Science in Computer Engineering (Engineering) Page 33
Add: Kris Min Rhu
Delete: Robert Karmazin
Jason Bradley Rothhaupt
Bachelors of Science in Electrical Engineering (Engineering) Page 33
Add: Robert Karmazin
Bachelors of Science in Mechanical Engineering (Engineering) Page 33
Delete: Mark Wayne Brown
Konstantinos A. Sarafidis
9. Bachelor of Arts (Arts and Sciences) Page 34


































10. Performer's Certificate (Peabody) Page 37
Delete: Nicholas Skinner, Trumpet
11. Bachelor of Music (Peabody) Page 37 - 38
Add: Peter Wen-Chin Lee, Voice
Kathleen Singles, Flute
Delete: Austin Campbell Edell, Recording Arts And Sciences and Audio Design
Nicholas Skinner, Music Education
Revise: Nathan Bark, Trombone only - delete Recording Arts and Sciences
Christopher Louie Gow, Euphonium only, delete Recording Arts and Sciences
Zachary Robert Herchen, Saxophone only - delete Recording Arts and Sciences
Elizabeth Leigh Horton, Voice only - delete Music Education
Dominique Orlando Patterson, Trombone only - delete Music Education
12. Bachelor of Science (School of Professional Studies in Business and Education) Pages 39 - 40
Add: Scott Edward Keyser, Management
Delete: Holly Kamm McLean, Business and Management
Mark Alan Rinehart, Management
Todd Avery Walls, Interdisciplinary Studies
13. Graduate Certificates in Business (School of Professional Studies in Business and Education) Pages 40 - 43
Add: Alicia Arbaje, Business of Medicine
Marc Braithwaite, Business of Medicine
Arne Brinck, Information Security Management
Lynn A. Bristol, Leadership and Management in the Life Sciences
Robert Bristow, Business of Medicine
Diana Pastora Broomfield, Business of Medicine
Fred Chan, Business of Medicine
Joseph Collaco, Business of Medicine
Rana M. Dalbah, Financial Management
Michael Daniels, Business of Medicine
Kathleen Eaton, Business of Medicine
Martin Edelman, Business of Medicine
Laurie Engelhardt, Business of Medicine
Rhiannon Fitzsimmons, Business of Medicine
Ellen Carol Flynn, Leadership and Management in the Life Sciences
Gerard Gallucci, Business of Medicine
Brian George, Business of Medicine
Patricia Gilles, Business of Medicine
Janine Good, Business of Medicine
Michelle Green, Business of Medicine
Stephen Greenhouse, Business of Medicine
Eileen Greenwald, Business of Medicine
Prencella Jane Hall, Leadership Development Program
Rebecca Hart, Business of Medicine
Ahmet Hoke, Leadership and Management in the Life Sciences
Albert Holt, Business of Medicine
Marc Hungerford, Business of Medicine
Gregory Huyer, Leadership and Management in the Life Sciences
Sung Woo Kahng, Leadership and Management in the Life Sciences
Akhti Khanna, Business of Medicine
Afsheen Khwaja, Business of Medicine
Yong Jeong Kim, Business of Medicine
Susan Leys, Business of Medicine
Francisco De Asis Martinez Murillo, Leadership and Management in the Life Sciences
Ruth Marx-Rattner, Leadership and Management in the Life Sciences
Linda McHale, Business of Medicine
Todd Nesbit, Business of Medicine
James Paskert, Business of Medicine
Susan Peeler, Business of Medicine
Robert Roca, Business of Medicine
Gabriele Valeria Ronnett, Leadership and Managemenl in the 1 ife Sciences
Jeffrey D. Rothstein, Leadership and Management in the 1 ife Sciences
Antonio Santillan, Business of Medicine
Norma Smalls, Business of Medicine
Maria Soriano, Business of Medicine
Phillip Zhe Sun, Leadership and Management in the Life Sciences
Xu-Guang Tao, Leadership and Management in the Life Sciences
Paula Teague, Business of Medicine
Jackson Tsai, Business of Medicine
Ashley Varner, Business of Medicine
Daniel Scott Warren, Business of Medicine
Jenene Washington, Business of Medicine






14. Graduate Certificates in Education (School of Professional Studies in Business and Education) Page 42- 43
Add: Barbara J. Calabrese, Adult Learning
Meghan Antani Lipcon, The Professional Teacher
Tamyka S. Morant, Effective Teaching of Reading
Michael Mullin, Education Leadership for Independent Schools
Chrystal Michelle Woodard-Coleman, Administration and Supervision
Delete: DeVon Rochelle Caldwell-Brown, Administration and Supervision
Kimberly M. Moses-Boyce, Aclministration and Supervision
15. Master of Science (School of Professional Studies in Business and Education) Pages 44 - 49
Add: William R. Anderson, Information and Telecommunication Systems
Kristin Gosselin Cummins, Real Estate
John Arthur Letos, Information and Telecommunication Systems
Beth Anne Nardi, Counseling
Scott M. Perrone, Counseling
Zachary Farhan Shamoo, Information and Telecommunication Systems
Jacqueline Christine Skapik, Education
Delete: Robert Bannon Kristine Korva
Simran Deep Bhullar Jason Thomas Lechner
Michael Andre Brown Idah Maindidze
Scott Harry Chatelain Pilar Castillo Meier
Taylor Hillenmeyer Dirk Patrick Melton
Joshua Daniel Tolo Houck Charles Alan Morgan
Cynthia Lynn Hubbard Andrei B. Ponomarev
Priscilla W. Huffman Pamela J. Sanders
Cheo Dates Hurley Barbara A. Surran
Jaephill Jeong Jamel Elizabeth Thomson
Dianne Rosena Jones Andrea Donnette Twitty
Beverly Lee Twitty
16. Masters of Business Administration (School of Professional Studies in Business and Education) Page 49-51




17. Master of Arts in Teaching (School of Professional Studies in Business and Education) Page 51-52




Delete: Elizabeth Austin Vivian Belle Malloy-Taylor
Tanya Michelle Bellamy Laura Ellen Montgomery
Dawn Marie Bomheimer Nicole Marie Proctor
Tamara Michelle Braxton Lindsay Randall
Vernita Michelle Brown Michelle June Roux
Barbara Michelle Caraballo Jacqueline Christine Skapik
Robert M. Curley Sarah Catherine Socia
Marcus Javon Davis Paul Alphonse Stagnitto
Paul Klein Nicole K. Stewart
Lawrence Ye-kang Lao William James Stolis
Renard Lewis Brirtny L. Washington
18. Master of Science in Nursing (Nursing) Page 52
Add: Christine T. Otu
Delete: Georganne Jambeter
19. Graduate Performance Diploma (Peabody) Page 53
Add: Shearom Chung, Viola
Delete: Jiyoon Kim, Violin
Joo-Young Moon, Piano
Charity Sunshine Tilleman-Dick, Voice
20. Masters of Music (Peabody) Page 53
Add: Emily Noel, Voice
Revise: Megerete Hsi-Han Chang, Piano/Pedagogy - not Piano and Pedagogy
Karen M. Cook, Music Theory Pedagogy - delete Musicology
Christopher James Mitchell Dudley, Voice/Pedagogy - not Voice and Pedagogy
Christopher Joseph Gainey, Composition, Guitar and Music Theory Pedagogy
Timothy Joseph Hoft, Music Theory/Pedagogy and Piano
Chia-Jung Tsay, Piano/Pedagogy - not Piano and Pedagogy
21. Master of Arts - (Peabody) Page 53
Revise: William Lee Ashbaugh, delete Recording and Production
Sarah Gray Brown, delete Acoustical Studies
Kether W. Darshan, delete Audio Design
Robert Saylor, delete Acoustical Studies
Thomas Meriwether Jones, delete Recording Arts and Sciences
22. Masters of Health Science (Public Health) Page 54 - 55
Add: Erica M.S. Sibinga
Delete: Kathryn Jean Eubank Ian Ross Purcell
Eri Furukawa Gerald Ali Rasheed
Euiju Jung Rena Rosa Yi
Rudy Flores Martinez
23. Masters of Public Health (Public Health) Page 55 - 57








24. Master of International Public Policy (School of Advanced International Studies) Page 57
Add: Susan Kaur
Jack Kneeland
Delete: Zakaria El Goumiri Huong T. Luong
Froylan Gracia Galicia Eugene Moses
25. Master of Arts (School of Advanced International Studies) Page 57 - 58
Add: Juliana Bajon Crystal Maria Nelson
Suzanne Buono Tuyen Nguyen
Maren Coleman Mir Rahman
Nathanael Comly Heather Schlachter
Caitlyn Kim Greg Schnippel
John Less Hillary Thomas Lake
Hedy Moolenaar Ju Wang
Amy Moy Francis Yue
Delete: Stanley Abrams Thomas W. Henneberg
Aron Betru Sherrice L. Keams
William Bundy Charles Kewish
Sidiq Carter Ann Lee (duplicate entry)
Oytun Celik Anthony J. Magrogan
Kumuda Dorai Scott R. Preece
James Lindley Hathaway Jennifer Rosenblum
Aaron K. Roth Randall Spadoni
Jeanne Christine Simon James Robert Warner
26. Graduate Certificates (Engineering) Page 59
Add: Donald Luther Cady, Systems Engineering
27. Masters of Science (Engineering) Pages 59 - 66
Add: Louis Michael Fabian, Systems Engineering
Stephen C. Lynn, Systems Engineering
Stephanie Lauretano Miskiewicz, Systems Engineering
Stepahn Joseph Ritzman, Systems Engineering
William Charles Sax, Systems Engineering
Michael Theodore Short, Systems Engineering
Alexander Turetsky, Systems Engineering
Delete: Cyros M. Afshar, Systems Engineering
Gregory Mark Beatty, Systems Engineering
David Scott Bough, Systems Engineering
Paul Samuel Burrowes, Systems Engineering
Guillermo Vicente Cabezas, Systems Engineering
Benita Michelle Deane, Systems Engineering
Michael Edward Dehner, Systems Engineering
Margaret Michelle Frazier, Systems Engineering
Tiffani Loraine Haas, Systems Engineering
Tamika Janelle Holman, Technical Management
Lucas Daniel Kagel, Systems Engineering
Amir A. Kazmi, Systems Engineering
Ling Bing Kung, Systems Engineering
Todd Andrew Loy, Systems Engineering
Shalareena Janel Malone, Systems Engineering
Richard Trent Manson, Systems Engineering
Richard William Mehalko, Systems Engineering
Enrique Emerson Peralta, Systems Engineering
Josephine Marie Podolsky, Systems Engineering
Michael M. Ratanasavetavadhana, Systems Engineering
Maria Carmen Romero, Systems Engineering
Ramses P. Routier, Electrical and Computer Engineering
David Alan Schick, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Stephen Ellis Schwartz, Information Systems and Technology
Jin Allen Seder, Systems Engineering
Cary Taylor Senf, Systems Engineering
Dagim Seyoum, Systems Engineering
Charles Stephen Smith, Systems Engineering
Alan Bryan Stockett, Systems Engineering
Jolynn Baugher Thagard, Systems Engineering
Hilton Kenneth Thorn, Systems Engineering
Assaf Weiss, Applied Biomedical Engineering
Amos A. Wetherbee, Security Informatics
Tara Marie Williams, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Benjamin James Williamson, Systems Engineering
Pesay You, Computer Science
28. Masters of Science in Engineering (Engineering) Pages 66 - 67
Add: Michael J. Shumski, Mechanical Engineering
Delete: Manisha Aggarwal, Biomedical Engineering
Avinash Aghoram Ravichandran, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Jatara Chanel Brown, Computer Science
Terry Hiu Wai Chan, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Eric Chen, Biomedical Engineering
Nicholas Cher, Biomedical Engineering
Kokleong Choy, Biomedical Engineering
Mayank Garg, Geography and Environmental Engineering
Gregory Michael Jastrab, Computer Science
Nan Li, Biomedical Engineering
Jun Ma, Biomedical Engineering
Mohsen Mollazadeh, Biomedical Engineering
Robert A. Pannariello, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Dheeraj Prasad Singaraju, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Christopher Miles White, Electrical and Computer Engineering
29. Masters of Science in Biotechnology (Arts and Sciences) Pages 69 - 70





Delete: Robert Edward Freundlich
Darin Seth Oppenheimer
30. Master of Arts in Applied Economics (Arts and Sciences) Page 70
Add: Daniel Brandt III
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Master of Arts in Communication in a Contemporary Society (Arts and Sciences) Page 70
Delete: Marisa Stephanie Baldwin Megan Rose Irene Rolenc
Sarah Jarrett Balog jason Adam Rosenberg
Lillian Carreon Bautista Julie Lynn Ruggiero
Elizabeth Ann Behr Deirdre Anne Shandle
John Daniel Boberski Cristen Quiniece Wallace
Kimberly Anise Price Jennifer L. Wright
Brian Daniel Ransdell
32. Master of Arts in Government (Arts and Sciences) Page 70-71
Add: Caroline Elizabeth Butts
Erica M. Canzler
Elias Abraham Rothenberg-Lehrer
Delete: Gerard Nigel E. Brathwaite Sturgeon










33. Master of Arts in Writing (Arts and Sciences) Page 71
Add: Juan Hersel Gaddis
Sterling S. Heart
Ashlie Jeanne Kauffman
Delete: Mark Alan Bowman
34. Masters of Liberal Arts (Arts and Sciences) Page 71
Add: Janet Marie Muller
Jennifer Charlotte Simpson
35. Master of Science in Biotechnology/Master of Business Administration (Arts & Science) Page 71
Delete: Elias Abraham Rothenberg-Lehrer
36. Doctor of Philosophy (Arts & Science) Page 80 - 83
Delete: Haiping Gong, Biophysics
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